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FOREWORD 

The Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs has estab
lished interdisciplinary research on policy problems as the 
core of its educational program. A major part of this pro
gram is the nine-month policy research project, in the course 
of which two or three faculty members from different disci
plines direct the research of ten to twenty graduate students 
of diverse backgrounds on a policy issue of concern to an agency 
of government. This "client orientation" brings the students 
face to face with administrators, legislators, and other offi
cials active in the policy process, and demonstrates that re
search in a policy environment demands special talents. It 
also illuminates the occasional difficulties of relating re
search findings to the world of political realities. 

This study reports the findings of a policy research project 
conducted at the School during 1979-1980 on issues of concern 
to the Texas Energy and Natural Resources Advisory Council 
(TENRAC) . Funded by the Ford Foundation Program in Policy Anal
ysis for State Environmental Management, the report reviews and 
makes recommendations on such issues as gasoline rationing, 
nuclear waste disposal, the Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax of 
1980, and residential energy cons'ervation programs. 

It is the intention of the LBJ School both to develop men 
and women with the capacity to perform effectively in public 
service and to produce research which will enlighten and inform 
those already engaged in the policy process. The project which 
resulted in this report has helped to accomplish the former; it 
is our hope and expectation that the report itself will contri
bute to the latter. 

Elspeth Rostow 
Dean 
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PREFACE 

Texas Energy Issues: 1980 is the latest of a con
tinuing series of reports on current policy concerns in 
the energy area prepared as a policy research project by 
graduate students in the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public 
Affairs. 

It was funded by a grant from the Ford Foundation Pro
gram in Policy Analysis for State Environmental Management, 
and was cosponsored by the Texas Energy and Natural Resources 
Advisory Council under the joint chairmanship of Governor 
William P. Clements, Jr. and Lieutenant Governor William P. 
Hobby, Jr. 

During the 1979-80 academic year, a variety of issues 
were investigated by the policy research seminar. Those 
covered in the present volume are: 

Gasoline Rationing in Texas: Policy and Adminis
trative Considerations for the State 

Low-Level Nuclear Waste in Texas 

States Rights Regarding the Management of Low-Level 
Nuclear Wastes 

Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax of 1980 

Amendment to the Defense Production Act of 1950 
to Establish a Synthetics Fuels Corporation 

Texas Residential Conservation Service Program 

These six reports deal with issues of concern to the 
Texas Energy and Natural Resources Advisory Council (TENRAC) . 
Other policy research projects in the Lyndon B. Johnson 
School during the 1979-80 academic year were concerned with 
energy and natural resource issues. These dealt with 
Texas Coastal Zone Issues, supervised by Professor Spurr, 
The Economic Regulation of Western Coal Transportation, 
supervised by Professor Leigh Boske, and Solar Energy for 
the City of Austin, under the direction of Professor Marlan 
Blissett. 
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All the project members met together on a weekly basis 
through most of the year. 

We are grateful to the many individuals whose contri
butions of information and assistance have served in the 
development of these reports. !n particular, we wish to 
thank the following who briefed the members of the combined 
energy projects: 

Myron Dorfman 
Chairman, Department of Petroleum Engineering, 
The University of Texas at Austin 

Carolyn Emigh 
Staff, U.S. House of Representatives 

William L. Fisher 
Professor of Geological Sciences; Director, Bureau 
of Economic Geology, The University of Texas at 
Austin 

Ernest F. Gloyna 
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Adlene Harrison 
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William P. Hobby, Jr., Lieutenant Governor, State of 
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Chapter 1 

GASOLINE RATIONING IN TEXAS: POLICY AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE STATE 

Introduction 

A federal gasoline rationing plan was developed by 
the Carter Administration in response to the 1979 Emergen
cy Energy Conservation Act. This paper details the coupon
based rationing plan's regulations, and provides a legisla
tive history of the Emergency Energy Conservation Act. A 
historical look at the gasoline rationing plan which was 
used during World War II is also provided. Finally, pos
sible impacts of implementation of the rationing plan in 
Texas are discussed. 

The reason for having a gasoline rationing plan devel
oped and in place is to be prepared for an unexpected and 
severe shortage of motor fuels. According to the Fuels 
Tax Division of the State Comptroller's Office, approxi
mately 8.4 billion gallons of gasoline were sold for high
way use in Texas during 1979. This large amount reflects 
the dependence Texans have on private automobiles due to 
the state's size and lack of mass transit alternatives. 
Any shortage in the supply of gasoline would obviously af
fect the state greatly. The gasoline shortage during the 
summer of 1979 led to lines at gasoline stations across the 
state. An odd-even day gasoline sales plan was implemented 
in several Texas cities to decrease the length of these 
lines. The shortage resulted from cessation of oil imports 
from Iran during the revolution which toppled the Shah's 
regime. Since imports from Iran at that time made up only 
5 percent of the U.S. imports, it is easy to see how a 
shortage greater than the loss of Iranian oil imports would 
cause problems that would make the problem of the summer of 
1979 seem trivial. Current conditions in the Middle East 
remain very tense. 

Given the U.S. dependence on oil imported from the 
Middle East and the instability which exists in the re
gion, it would seem wise to develop emergency plans in 
case oil imports to the U.S. were halted or substantially 
reduced. The rationing plan analyzed in this paper is such 
an emergency plan. Hopefully there will never be a situa
tion which requires its implementation, as there are 
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numerous problems with the plan and the impacts of a severe 
gasoline shortage could be a great burden for the state and 
the nation. Impacts from implementation of any rationing 
plan would be severe, but the impacts of a severe gasoline 
shortage with no emergency plan would be even greater. 

A HISTORICAL LOOK AT GASOLINE RATIONING . 

Federal control of the gasoline supply is not a new 
idea. During World War II, the United States implemented 
rarge-scale gasoline rationing as part of a comprehensive 
effort to apportion the supply of strategic commodities. 

The World War II gasoline rationing program was pri
marily related to a shortage of rubber.l The premise be
hind gasoline rationing was that reduced fuel availability 
would cut down driving and hence, tire wear. Rationing 
was also intended to avoid supply imbalances and reduce 
upward pressure on the price of gasoline.2 

"Price" rationing had been the primary means of re
ducing demand for products in World War I. As a result, 
consumers saw prices escalate dramatically. As one histo
rian notes, there was "strict rationing for the poor, no 
rationing for the rich."3 World War II's rationing and 
price control programs were designed to avoid such inequi
table results. 

Tire sales were rationed first in January 1942~ 
three mon.ths later the initial rationing of gasoline began 
on the East Coast. Nationwide fuel controls began on 
December 1, 1942, and lasted until August 1945.4 

During the three-year rationing period, U.S. gasoline 
consumption dropped drastically. Total private automobile 
fuel use fell from a 1941 total of 18 billion gallons to 
10.8 billion gallons in 1943. Average fuel consumption 
per passenger car declined from 607 to 416 gallons per year

5during the same time span. Thus, the program achieved 
its stated goals. 

How the Program Worked 

World War II gasoline rationing operated on a "coupon
type" plan. While other commodities-.....,tires, autos, 
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bicycles, and typewriters, for example--were rationed 
through a certification procedure, gasoline purcha~e 
rights were issued in the form of ration currency. 
The system worked as follows: 

Each owner of a registered vehicle was entitled 
to receive an "A" sticker, allowing the purchase 
of three gallons of gasoline per week. owners 
of "B" stickers, mainly workers in "essential" 
industries, were issued supplemental ration 
stamps in order to get to and from work. Those 
in jobs designated "vital" (policemen, firemen, 
doctors, clergy, reporters and others) received 
"C" stickers, allowing for even more gasoline. 
Finally, "X" stickers were issued for vehicles 
under no restrictions at all. (No less than 
two hundred Congressmen applied for and received 
the unrestricted stickers.)? 

The various stickers were mailed, along with ration 
books and stamps, at periodic intervals. Upon receiving 
the stickers, motorists were to paste them on their 
car windshields. To purchase gasoline, the stamps had to 
be surrendered at service stations in the appropriate 
amounts. Retailers would then paste the ration stamps in 
books and pass them up through the supply chain. 

Under the system, ration currency flowed "upstream" 
from motorists to dealers to suppliers, while gasoline 

·flowed "downstream". This dual stream method allowed for 
federal (Office of Price Administration) control over dis
tribution in such a manner that "no retailer could lawfully 
sell (gas) without receiving currency without depleting his 
own inventory. 11 8 

Notable Administrative Features 

The wartime ration program faced a formidable task 
in processing and adjudicating applications for supple- · 
mental rations. Many individuals desired supplemental 
rations for special driving needs. Moreover, the supple
ments were granted for only three- or six-month periods. 
The result was a huge volume of applications for processing 
by the field organizations. In fiscal year 1945, for exam
ple, the local review boards received 30 million basic "A" 
and 68 million "B" and "C" gasoline requests.9 
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Although many of the special requests were routinely 
handled, gasoline accounted for more than its share of ap
plications requiring "careful judgement.•10 The manpower 
required to handle these applications was immense--5,600 
local boards of volunteers were established. First-hand 
observers have emphasized the importance of these •connnit
tees of neighbors•ll to the success of the program. 

Another key element in the system was the establish~ 
ment and maintenance of "trade relations,• including rela
tions committees, maintaining contact with formal industry 
associations . and conducting informational campaigns aimed 
directly at the industry.12 Because much of the administra
tive burden of the program was borne by gasoline industry 
refiners, wholesalers, retailers and distributors, the Of
fice of Price Administration gave special attention. to its 
relations with these business people. Trade relations 
aimed at improving industry cooperation, with the knowledge 
that "a dealer's cooperation was likely to vary directly 
with his understanding of the objectives and the reasonable
ness of the restrictions and requirements imposed upon 
him••• there was a never-ending race1~tween dealer under
standing and collapse of programs.• 

In summary, two of the most notable and successful 
administrative features of the program were local review 
of supplemental grant applications and the government's 
careful attention to trade relations. Both were mechanisms 
for ensuring that the "constituencies• of the gasoline ra
tioning program remained reasonably cooperative. 

Problems 

Illegal activities. The black market in ration stamps 
flourished. By the sununer of 1944, 1300 black marketeers 
had been convicted, 4,000 service stations had lost their 
licenses, and 32,500 drivers had suffered the removal of 
their ration privileges, all for black-market or other 
illegal activities.14 

Most unlawful acts involved ration stamps that were 
counterfeit or stolen. The black market supplied retailers 
with bogus or "hot" stamps for a price. Retailers were 
than able to offer customers a choice between buying gas at 
the controlled price in rationed amounts, or buying unlimi
ted quantities of gasoline at inflated prices. If a 
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consumer chose the latter option, the illegally acquired 
ration stamps would be used by the retailer to "cover" the 
transaction (since no ration stamps were exchanged) ; the 
illegal stamps were sent up the suppll stream to be ex
changed for future gasoline supplies. 5 In this manner, 
retailers and consumers could both profit from the black 
market. Because of activities such as this, enforcement 
of the gasoline rationing provisions presented "by far the 
greatest challenge" to OPA administrators.16 

General administrative problems. In addition to law 
enforcement difficulties, the rationing program was subject 
to problems of a more general nature. 

First, with gasoline in high demand, it was inevitable 
that organized groups of claimants would pressure government 
officials to increase their allotments.17 This pressure in
creased the administrative burdens of the program. 

Second, the division of responsibility for the fuel 
rationing program between two federal agencies--OPA and the 
War Department's Petroleum Administration--posed a particu
lar problem. This divided responsibility led to conflicts 
and unnecessary confusion.18 

Finally, public resentment of the inconveniences caused 
by gasoline and other commodity rationing quite naturally 
focused on the administrators of the program. The public's 
perception that the OPA "had bungled rationing, created 
artificial shortages and aggravated normal ones,"19 under
mined some of the cooperation necessary for the smooth 
functioning of the ration plan. Such resentment may well 
be the inevitable product of a long-term rationing program 
of any kind. 

Summary 

Despite the program's problems, World War II gasoline 
rationing reduced gasoline consumption without fostering 
gross inequities in the fuel supply. According to OPA 
administrator Chester Bowles two factors accounted for the 
program's success: (1) the program was explained constantly, 
at length, to the public; and (2) most of the adjudicatory 
decisions were made locally, not in Washington, D.C., thus 
helping obtain public cooperation with board decisions.20 
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External factors must also be considered. As one OPA 
official has noted, "there was a war on, there was a genu
ine need, and the government was totally connnitted to the 
program.n21 Both the internal factors cited above and the 
"crisis" effect of the wartime atmosphere point toward the 
need for public cooperation as a prerequisite for a success
ful rationing program. The lesson of the World War II pro
gram seems to be that a primary factor affecting success of 
any rationing program is the enhancement, by whatever means, 
of public cooperation. 

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE CURRENT RATIONING PLAN 

Background and Context of Legislation 

Since the Arab oil embargo of 1973, legislators have 
been concerned that the U.S. should be prepared for a sud
den cutback in the supply of motor fuels and home heating 
oil. The continuing instability in the Middle East, exem
plified recently by the revolution in Iran and Soviet in
vasion of Afghanistan, has also lent support to the need for 
such an emergency plan to deal with any sudden shortages in 
petroleum supplies. With the passage of the Energy Policy 
and Conservation Act (EPCA} in 1975, Congress officially 
requested the executive to develop an emergency gasoline 
rationing plan. 

Many ideas for such an emergency plan have been dis
cussed and a few were implemented on the West, East and 
Gulf coasts in response to the gasoline shortages which 
occurred last summer. For example, the odd-even plan lim
iting gasoline sales according to the day of the month and 
a vehicle's license number. Other plans include week-end 
closing of gasoline stations and minimum gasoline purchases. 
The Ford Administration called for "rationing at the pump" 
through decontrol of the price of petroleum products--higher 
gasoline prices resulting from such decontrol would reduce 

.the demand. However, the majority of Democrats in Congress 
felt this approach would place undue hardship on low- and 
middle-income groups and so forbade the use of "higher prices 
or taxes" in any rationing plan developed pursuant to the 
1975 EPCA. 

An important point of the 1975 legislation is that it 
calls for a "standby" gasoline rationing plan. In other 
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words, a plan is to be developed for use in an emergency-
until such an emergency arises, the plan will remain "on the 
shelf". However, the "standby" nature of the requested ra
tioning plan was difficult for the public to keep in mind. 
Many legislators were afraid that their constituents:would 
think that the Congress was actually voting to impose gaso
line rationing instead of merely voting on a plan which 
would only be used in an emergency. 

Congressional Action on the Original Carter Rationing Plan 

As requested by the 1975 EPCA, President Carter sub
mitted four standby conservation plans to Congress in Febru
ary 1979. Three of the plans requested that the President 
be given standby authority to increase energy conservation 
in times of energy supply shortages. This conservation 
would be accomplished by restricting weekend gasoline sales, 
outdoor advertising lighting, and temperatures in public 
buildings. The fourth plan would give the President authori
ty to impose gasoline rationing if necessary. As mentioned 
in the introduction to this section, these plans were stand
by plans--only to be used in an emergency~ Great care was 
taken by the administration to make this point to legisla
tors as well as the public; it was especially important to 
President Carter that the gasoline rationing plan be seen in 
this light. For instance, when the four plans were submitted 
to Congress in February 1979, a Department of Energy official 
stated that.because of 

the high cost of rationing, the complexity of its 
administration and the inevitable disruptions it 
would cause, [the gasoline rationing plan] is in
tended for implementation only in the event of a 
severe gasoline supply shortfall to prevent motor
ists from having to wait in lines at service sta
tions for long periods of time ..• 22 

The rationing plan was reviewed by the Senate Energy 
Committee, chaired by Senator Henry Jackson (D-Wash.). 
Debate was concentrated around the provision that the same 
number of rationing coupons would be issued to all recipi
ents. Senators from rural states felt this was unfair be
cause distances between major cities is much greater in 
such states. The rural Senators also pointed out the lack 
of mass transit in their states. 
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The Carter Administration responded to these com
plaints by revising the amount of coupons which would be 
made available to the various states. In fact, the ration
ing plan was revised twice to reflect the number of miles 
driven within each state. Studies were made of gasoline 
consumption by state and White House Domestic Affairs 
Advisor Stuart Eizenstat informed the Senate Energy Commit
tee in writing that states with higher monthly gasoline con
sumption would be given additional coupons. The Energy 
Committee Senators considered the Eizenstat proposal and 
voted in favor of the rationing plan by 9-8 on April 26, 
19.79. 23 A vote of 58-39 in favor of the plan was delivered 
by the full Senate on May 9, 1979. 

In the House, the rationing plan was treated less fa
vorably. The changes the administration made to gain votes 
from rural Senators had exactly the opposite effect on the 
more urban-oriented House. Representatives of the House 
Commerce Committee debated the proposed additional coupons 
for rural states. Matters were made more difficult with 
each Representative calling for a rationing system that 
would give as much gasoline as possible to his district. 
The Carter Administration lobbied the Commerce Committee 
extensively, but the plan was rejected by a vote of 19-23 
on April 25, 1979. At a national news conference on April 
30, President Carter described the need for a rationing 
plan as "imperative ·.~· Despite this plea from the President, 
the Commerce Committee sent the plan to the full House with
out recommendation after twice reaching a tie vote of 21-21. 

Extensive pressure was put on the :Representatives by 
the Democratic leadership. Speaker of the House Thomas P. 
O'Neill (D-Mass.) issued an appeal for passage of the ra
tioning plan as did Majority Leader Jim Wright (D-Tex.). 
Both men reminded their colleagues of the chaos that would 
likely result from a severe shortage of motor fuels and the 
need to be prepared for an emergency. 

Neither of these appeals gained much support in the 
full House, where rural-urban differences were even greater 
than in the Commerce Committee. On May 10, 1979 the ra
tioning plan was defeated by a vote of 159-246.2~ A majori
ty of the Western representatives opposed the plan; Oregon's 
was the only Western delegation voting for the plan. Re
flecting the influence of Rep. Wright, · the Texas delegation 
voted 12-11 in favor of the plan. · 
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Opposition to the plan was not limited to differences 
over the amount of coupons which would be available to 
rural states. Representatives pointed to the two revisions 
by the Carter Administration as proof that the plan was 
poorly conceived. Other Representatives opposed the plan 
because of the "immense bureaucracy" which would be required 
for its administration. Another problem was that many leg
islators were afraid their constituents would mistakenly 
view a "yes" vote on the standby plan as a vote to actually 
impose gasoline rationing. 

The defeat of the rationing plan was a blow to the 
Congressional leadership as well as the President. Presi
dent Carter criticized the "timidity" of the legislators 
and called for the Co~~ress to "develop its own rationing 
plan within 90 days". (The plans regarding weekend clos
ing of gas stations and restriction of outdoor advertising 
lighting were also defeated, while the plan restricting the 
temperature in public buildings was passed.) 

Legislative Revisions Leading to the EECA 

The Energy Policy and Conservation Act was passed by 
Congress in order to prepare standby plans to handle sudden 
energy shortages. The trials to which President Carter's 
original plans were subjected in Congress caused many legis
lators embarrassment; the defeat of the plans and Carter's 
criticism spurred both houses to develop acceptable standby 
plans of their own. 

The Senate Energy Committee decided to consider a pro
posal that emphasized energy conservation. Senator J. 
Bennett Johnston (D-La.) was the principal author of the 
bill (S-1030) which gave responsibility to the individual 
states to develop conservation plans. Johnston pointed to 
the difficulties Carter's original conservation plans had 
met in the Congress and argued that a federal plan just 
could not take into account the differences that exist a
mong states and communities. He felt a better plan would 
be for the President to set a specific reduction in energy 
use and let the individual states decide which conservation 
methods could be implemented to achieve this goal. 
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Thus S-1030 

authorized the President to create emergency 
energy conservation [targets] and permits 
governors of the states to identify the most 

· appropriate methods for energy conservation 
in their state.26 

The President could only use his emergency energy conserva
tion targets upon finding an actual "severe energy supply 
interruption" or the potential for such a shortage. The 
definition of a "severe shortage" was not made clear and 
several legislators criticized the vagueness of Johnston's 
proposal. Under its terms, if a state failed to meet the 
conservation targets set by the President, the federal 
government could impose mandatory conservation plans. These 
mandatory plans could range from odd-even gasoline sales 
with minimum purchases to partial bans on driving and plea
sure boating.27 

Support for the approach suggested by Johnston was 
strong among the Energy Committee senators. On June 5, 1979, 
the full Senate approved S-1030 by a vote of 77-13. The 
support for the Senate plan was strengthened by Governor 
Jerry Brown's imposition of odd-even gasoline rationing in 
California. Although S-1030 did not contain provisions for 
a standby gasoline rationing plan (the House added them la
ter), the use of a "state-conceived" conservation plan to 
handle an energy emergency obviously convinced many senators 
of the value of adopting basic legislation at the national 
level. 

In the House, Representatives still felt a standby ra
tioning plan was needed for the country to be prepared for 
a sudden shortfall in the supply of petroleum. However, 
representatives knew from recent experience that it would 
be difficult to get Congress to agree on even the most care
fully drawn rationing plan. The House Commerce Subcommittee 
on Energy and Power, chaired by John Dingell (D-Mich.), de
cided to revise the 1975 EPCA by deleting the requirement 
that Congress review and approve any standby rationing plan. 
As amended by the Energy and Power Subcommittee, the 1975 
EPCA gives the President sole authority to develop a stand
by rationing plan. Congress would become involved in ra
tioning only when the President felt rationing should be 
imposed. The Subcommittee voted 13-8 in favor of the 
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revisions and the full Conunerce Committee approved the 
changes on July 17, 1979.28 A decision to add the gasoline 
rationing revisions to S-1030 as passed by the Senate was 
also approved by both houses. Several representatives on 
the Commerce Committee expressed their feelings on the new 
S-1030 (renamed the Emergency Energy Conservation Act) by 
sayi·ng 

••• the new legislative approach [is] better 
because the legislators do not have to approve 
a specific plan until the President decides to 
impose rationing.29 

This statement also reflected the concern over gasoline 
lines which by then had spread from California to Texas 
and the Northeast. 

Deletion of the Congressional review and approval pro
vision was still not quite resolved. On July 25i th~ 
full House adopted an amendment offered by Benjamin Gilman 
(R-N.Y.) to restore Congressional review of any standby 
rationing plan to the EPCA by a vote of 232-187. This is 
exactly what the Commerce Committee had wanted to avoid. 
Pressure from the Carter Administration as well as the 
Democratic leadership in the House succeeded in reversing 
this vote a few days later. Once again, Rep. Wright was 
influential in convincing other Representatives to vote for 
deletion of Congressional review before "the special inter
ests ••• looking to gain special advantage ••. descend on us 
before the plan is even written. 11 30 The full House approved 
the revised act by a vote of 263-159 on August 1, 1979. 

The two issues which the Conference Committee had to 
resolve were Senate demands for limited review of any stand
by rationing plan and House demands for . tight restrictions 
on the implementation of a rationing plan. The House re
visions to the 1975 EPCA gave no review power to Congress. 
However, the Senate had gotten the Carter Administration to 
revise its original plan to give special treatment to rural 
states and was not willing to completely give up its role 
in reviewing and approving a standby plan. This difference 
was resolved by giving Congress 30 days to review the Presi
dent's standby rationing plan and requiring a joint resolu
tion of disapproval to be adopted in order to reject a plan. 
Such a joint resolution of disapproval could be vetoed by 
the President and a two-thirds majority of both houses would 

11 
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be required to override such a veto. This compromise al
lowed for limited Congressional review, while making it 
much more difficult for Congress to reject a standby ration
ing plan. 

The second difference was over the definition of a 
"severe energy supply interruption." For the House, th,is 
meant that at least a 20 percent shortfall of petroleum 
must occur before the President could impose gasoline ra
tioning. Senators argued that rationing could well be 
needed long before a petroleum shortage reached this level 
and called for relaxation of this restriction. House con
ferees held their ground, 1;).0wever, saying such a restric
tion (20 percent shortfall in supply) was needed to get 
enough votes for the conference report to pass the full 
House. 

With these two issues resolved, the conference report 
(S Rept 96-366) was filed on October 12, 1979. The Senate 
approved the conference report by 77-18 on October 17 and 
the House approved the report by 301-112 on October 23. 
President Carter signed the Emergency Energy Conservation 
Act into law (PL 96-102) on November S, 1979. The EECA 
thus provided the President with the sole authority to 
draft the gasoline rationing plan described in the previous 
section. Limited Congressional review of the plan was pro
vided for as well as stringent restrictions on its imple
mentation. The Congress thus realized the importance for 
this country to be prepared for a sudden shortage in motor 
fuels and was able to put aside regional and partisan dif
ferences after a protracted battle to pass this important 
legislation providing for emergency energy shortage plan
ning. 

REVIEW OF THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS 

The Department of Energy's proposed Standby Gasoline 
Rationing Plan has been issued, conunented upon, and for
warded to the White House. Shortly, the Executive Branch 
will send the final plan to the Congress for approval. 
Previous sections have reviewed the background and legisla
tive context of the proposed plan. This section sununarizes 
the plan and state issues arising from it. 

The Standby Gasoline Rationing Plan (10 CFR Part 570) 
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covers nine general topics. These include: 

- distribution of ration rights 
- entitlements for ration allotments 
- issuance and distribution of ration rights 
- gasoline sales . 
- relationship of allocation program to rationing 
- ration banking 
- ration rights market 
- national ration reserve 
- state's role in gasoline rationing 

Following is a section-by-section swrunary of the plan's 
provisions. 

Distribution of Ration Rights 

Ration rights will be distributed to all owners of 
registered motor vehicles. The section of the rules gov
verning rights distribution (S 570.ll(a)) gives DOE some 
flexibility in determining the exact method of distribu
tion, so that overly complex administrative mechanisms can 
be avoided. 

For each ration period (probably quarterly) DOE would 
estimate the nation's supply of gasoline. The total number 
of ration rights to be distributed would then be calculated 
and the available pool or rights divided as follows: 

1. A portion of the rights would be set aside for the 
National Ration Reserve (NRR) . This reserve amount 
would than be subtracted from the National Total 
Rights (NTR) , leaving the National Net Number of 
Rights (NNR). Thus, NNR = NTR - NRR. 

2. Each state would receive ration rights based upon 
the calculation of its historic use of gasoline. 
A State's Total Rights (STR) would equal the ratio 
of its State Base Period Gasoline Use (SBPU) to the 
National Base Period Gasoline Use (NBPU) times the 
National Net Number of Rights available; 
STR = NNR x SBPU 

NBPU 

This method of calculation is designed to account 
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for wide variations in per capita gasoline consump
tion among the fifty states. · 

3. Following the calculation of each State's Total 
Rights figure, a portion of each state's total 
would be set aside for a State Ration Reserve (SSR 
basically, a pool for hardship applicants, emer
gencies, and other special needs). This would 
leave available for distribution the State's Net 
Number of Rights (SNR). Thus, SNR = STR - SRR. 

4. Supplemental allotments for firms, farming and other 
priority activities would be computed by DOE. Exam
ple of priority activities include law enforcement, 
fire fighting, mail delivery, snow removal, emergen
cy medical service, communications services, energy 
production, and public transportation. 

5. DOE would determine ration rights for all motor ve
hicle registrants and individuals. 

Entitlements for Ration Allotments 

All registered motor vehicle owners would be entitled 
to receive gasoline ration checks. Thus, according to 
Texas Highway Department figures, about 11.5 million Texas 
vehicles would receive gasoline entitlements under the plan.33 

Issuance and Distribution of Ration Rights 

Under the proposed plan, ration rights would flow 
through the system in the following manner: 

1. The names of all eligible recipients would be stored 
in a national vehicle registration file (NVRF} , com
piled from the state's vehicle registration records. 

2. DOE would distribute ration rights to eligible re
cipients by printing and mailing ration checks to 
them. 

3. Individuals receiving checks would proceed to one 
of the several coupon issuance points (banks, sav
ings and loans, major employers, large retailers, 
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etc.) at which they would exchange the ration checks 
for ration coupons. Proper identification would be 
required for the coupon exchange. 

4. Having obtained the coupons, recipients would be 
able to deposit the coupons in a ration rights ac
count, endorse them for sale to another party, or 
exchange them for gasoline purchased at a retail 
outlet. All sales of gasoline would have to be 
accompanied by an exchange of coupons for fuel on 
a gallon-for-gallon basis. 

Gasoline Sales 

Sales of gasoline would be controlled by an "upstream/ 
downstream" mechanism similar to that exployed in World War 
II. Provisions governing the process include the following: 

1. Each purchaser of gasoline would be required to pre
sent ration rights to the seller on a gallon-for
gallon basis (see above) • 

2. Retailers would "redeem" ration rights received in 
exchange for gasoline sold. 

3. Going up the supply ladder, each purchaser would be 
required to remit to its supplier an amount of re
deemed ration rights equal to the amount of gasoline 
it wishes to purchase. 

4. Ultimately, the principal suppliers (refiners and 
importers) would be required to write periodic re
demption checks to DOE, equal to the volume of gaso
line sold during the reporting period. 

The general thrust of these provisions is that any 
purchaser of gasoline will have to present ration rights, 
redeemed or otherwise, to receive fuel. 

Relationship of Allocation Program to Rationing 

DOE proposes to continue its existing petroleum allo
cation program. Coupled with the ration provision, the re
tention of the fuel allocation program would result in a 
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situation in which "a base period purchaser •••would be 
assured of receiving gasoline from its base period suppli
ers in an amount equal to the number of ration . rights it 
has collected and redeemed, but no greater ·than its alloca
tion entitlement.n34 

Thus, it would be possible for the amount of ration 
rights in an area to exceed the fuel allocated to area 
gasoline retailers. 

Ration Banking 

The ration rights recipients would be able to open 
ration rights accounts at any participating banks. These 
accounts would operate like a checking account--checks 
could be drawn on the ration "currency• at any time. Gaso
line suppliers would also be able to open accounts for the 
deposit of redeemed ration coupons. 

Because significant costs could be imposed on the 
banking system for the maintenance of ration accounts, 
DOE is considering the establishment of a schedule of 
allowable fees to be charged by banks for ration account 
services. DOE also plans to set a minimum deposit level 
for ration accounts. 

Ration Rights Market 

Unused ration coupons would be treated as currency 
and could be freely transferred among individuals and firms. 
The value of the ration rights would reflect the demand for 
rights in a particular area, and would not be regulated by 
DOE unless the agency felt it necessary to curb abuses. 

DOE could help establish and influence the rights 
market by buying and selling ration rights from the Nation
al Ration Reserve. In addition, states could be allowed to 
sell rights from their own reserve accounts. 

National Ration Reserve 

As noted in the section on rights distribution, a por
tion of the National Total Rights . would be set aside in a 
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National Ration Reserve. Uses of the Reserve would be "to 
meet national disaster relief needs, to provide allotments 
to Canadian and Mexican firms that conduct business in the 
United States, and for such other purposes as DOE finds 
necessary." 35 

States' Role in Gasoline Rationing 

Also mentioned in the rights distribution section was 
the State Ration Reserve (SRR} • DOE has proposed to re
serve five percent of each State's Total Rights for the SRR. 
However, DOE has also built a certain amount of flexibility 
into state administration of the SRR. 

First, "a state could apply to DOE at any time to re
duce or increase the amount of ration rights to be included 
in the SRR~ 11 36 DOE allows this state discretion in order 
to accommodate those states which may be unwilling or unable 
to bear the administrative costs of a large, complex ration 
reserve program. 

Second, opting for a smaller SRR will not affect the 
total rights allotted to a state. Instead, the rights that 
would have gone into the reserve would become a part of the 
state's pool of rights available for general distribution. 

Finally, states would be given "broad discretion" in 
the disposition of the SRR. For example, after having sat
isfied the needs of hardship cases and other special appli
cants, the SRR could be used in conjunction with the State 
Set-Aside to ameliorate supply imbalances within the state. 

Other state responsibilities envisioned in the DOE 
plan include the establishment of State Rationing Offices 
and the formation of local adjudicatory boards. These two 
elements are required for states to receive ration rights 
for a State Ration Reserve. 

Under the terms of Section 570.82 of the proposed plan, 

Within 60 days after DOE establishes procedures 
(for the delegation of functions to the states} 
each state may submit to DOE a plan to receive a 
delegation of authority from DOE and to adminis
ter the State Ration Reserve. The State plans 
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shall include such information as DOE may re
quest, including the following: (1) how the 
state proposes to establish a State Rationing 
Office and local boards •.• ; (2) efforts to be 
undertaken during the effective period of the 
Standby Gasoline Rationing Plan to meet the 
needs of those persons ••• not adequately served 
by any public transportation system; and 
(3) the percentage of the state total nurnber 
of ration rights requested by the State as a 
State Ration Reserve. 

A state that does not have a state plan approved by 
DOE "shall not be provided any ration rights for a State 
Ration Reserve." Thus, although DOE's plans call for broad 
state discretion in the administration of the SRR, approval 
for the granting of SRR rights is contingent upon submitting 
a detailed SRR plan, and getting it approved in advance by 
DOE. 

STATE ISSUES AND CONCERNS 

A number of state issues and concerns arise from the 
proposed gasoline rationing plan. 

Calculation of Base Period Gasoline Use 

As noted in the review of the section on distribution, 
a state's ration rights would be based on a percentage of 
its base period gasoline use (SBPU). Thus, the base period 
consumption level would determine the amount of each state's 
rights allotment for the duration of the rationing period. 

Since the ration rights level would be fixed, states 
with greater-than-average growth in gasoline consumption 
would be penalized, especially if rationing persisted for 
any length of time. For the State of Texas, automobile 
travel increased 49.7 percent from 1970 to 1978, outpacing 
the national average increase of 37.5 percent for the same 
period.38 If this growth trend continued during a ration
ing program, Texas drivers would be penalized, because the 
State's allotment of ration rights would not increase pro
portionately. A more likely scenario is that driving would 
be reduced, but that the same factors causing the state's 
greater-than-average growth in auto travel would result in 
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heavy demand for ration rights in Texas. Thus, Texas' 
travel growth has spawned concern over the base period cal
culation on the part of State officials. This concern has 
led the director of the Te~as Energy and Natural Resources 
Advisory Council {TENRAC) to urge DOE to apply a growth ad
justment factor to the base period calculation.39 

Determination of Supplemental Allotments 

The state's concern here is that its disproportionate 
share of priority activities {e.g., defense, energy produc
tion, and agriculture), coupled with geographic and auto
mobile usage factors, will create an unusually high demand 
for supplemental allotments of ration rights. 

If supplemental allotments were drawn from the State's 
Total Rights pool, fewer rights would be left for general 
distribution to the public. The state contends that, in 
order to avoid penalizing its non-priority motorists, the 
supplementa1 · a11otments should be drawn from the national 
rights total, before the State's Total Rights figures are 
determined.40 Thus, the state would protect its non-priori
ty motorists from having their rights allotments depleted, 
simply due to the unfortunate fact that many priority acti
vities occur within the state's boundaries. 

National Vehicle Registration File 

The American Association of Motor Vehicle Administra
tors, of which all fifty State DMV administrators are mem
bers, has affirmed that it is "unalterably opposed to the 
development of a National Vehicle Registration File",.41 such 
as the one proposed by DOE. The Association cited two rea
sons for its opposition to the DOE proposal: 

1. The NVRF would be a needless and administratively
unwieldy duplication of the existing state files; and 

2. DOE's plan failed to "clearly" identify the level of 
federal funding available to assist states in updat
ing their respective motor vehicle files.42 

For Texas, the provision of adequate funding is a seri
ous concern. DOE has budgeted $6.5 million nationwide for 
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the "clean-up" of state DMV files.43 Although the state 
has undertaken no cost estimates for the vehicle file up
date, officials have expressed concern that DOE's estimate 
is low. One state official cited a recent case where DOE 
had budgeted $30 million nationally for a modest •sticker• 
rationing plan; by the state's own estimate, its start-up 
costs alone for the same plan would have been $11 million.44 
Thus, the state is skeptical about DOE's cost projections 
for the vehicle file update. 

Coupon Issuance 

Under the DOE plan, ration rights recipients would 
trade ration checks for coupons at any of a number of cou
pon issuance points, including financial institutions, ma
jor employers, and large retail outlets. According to an 
official of the American Bankers Association, the additional 
influx of consumers seeking ration coupons would increase 
personnel needs about ten hours per week per location,45 a 
relatively modest marginal burden. The ABA's estimate of 
the cost per transaction is between $1.57 and $3.16. This 
charge would probably be paid by the consumer at the time 
of the transaction.46 

A general concern with the DOE proposal is the extra
ordinary time and financial cost that would be imposed on 
the public. In order to obtain coupons, drivers would have 
to drive to coupon issuance points, stand in line, and then 
pay to receive ration coupons. More specific concerns deal 
with administrative aspects of the coupon procedure. 

In 1978, the Texas Bankers Association criticized the 
proposed plan (substantially the same as the curreni one)

7as "inefficient" and •unreasonably labor-intensive.• The 
State of Texas, in commenting to DOE, made two suggestions: 

1. that the ration coupon be redesigned so that it 
could be processed by machine; and 

2 • that, in order to deter counterfeiting, a watermark 
or similar coding be used (as opposed to expensive 
engraving) • 
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Gasoline Sales 

The State is concerned about the administrative com
plexity of the gasoline sales and coupon redemption provi
sions of the plan. According to testimony by the Texas Oil 
Marketers Association, the complex procedures outlined by 
DOE would burden small retailers more than large ones, and 
thus create competition problems.48 

Retention of the Fuel Allocation Program During Rationing 

Retaining the existing DOE fuel allocation program 
during rationing might result in supply imbalances between 
urban and rural areas. The imbalances would stem from the 
tendency for the geographic pattern of demand to alter dur
ing a supply shortage, such as that which occurred in the 
summer of 1979. 

During the 1979 shortage, as supplies became scarce, 
metropolitan area drivers remained closer to their homes. 
As a result, the demand for gasoline in urban areas increased, 
while rural demand declined. Meanwhile, the fuel allocation 
program exacerbated the shortage problem by inhibiting sup
plies from flowing from low-demand {rural) areas to areas of 
high demand {urban centers) .49 The result was long gasoline 
lines in urban areas. 

Under a rationing program with fuel allocation, supplies 
would again be fixed according to earlier demand figures. 
If the shortage again changed the geographic pattern of de
mand for gasoline, urban motorists would likely be faced 
with the problem of having little or no gasoline to purchase. 
At best, urban dwellers would suffer the same inconveniences 
experienced during the 1979 shortage. 

Under the DOE plan, the primary means of ameliorating 
supply imbalances would be through the existing state set
aside program. This program is currently being used in Texas 
to bolster supplies in three urban centers (Harris, Dallas, 
and Tarrant Counties) .so Whether the set-aside program 
could adequately deal with the massive supply imbalances oc
curring during a 20 percent shortfall is open to conjecture. 

A optional approach to the problem would be to let fuel 
flow according to the imperatives of consumer demand. Under 
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such an arrangement, the allocation system would simply 
be replaced by the rationing plan and "a supplier's allo
cation entitlement would be exactly equal to the ration 
rights it redeems--no more and no less ·~" 51 However, a pos
sible side-effect of this "Free-market" approach would be 
that the buying power of urban markets could draw inordi
nate amounts of ration rights (and hence, fuel) from rural 
areas. 

The State's Role in Gasoline Rationing 

The State of Texas, in order to be able to administer 
its own State Ration Reserve (in the event of rationing) , 
will first have to comply with the provisions of Section 
570.82(b) of the DOE plan. This section requires planning 
for a State Rationing Office and local adjudicatory boards, 
in addition to other pre-implementation activities. 

Given the evidence from the World War II experience, 
DOE's perception of the need for state and local administra
tion is correct. However, the unresolved issue concerns 
how the individual states will finance both pre-implementa
tion planning and the actual operation of these vital state 
and local bodies. 

DOE's proposed budget for state activities is $310.7 
million. It includes a total of $8.7 million for all state 
pre-implementation activities, $144.7 million for the imple
mentation phase, and $157.3 million for actual program opera
tions.52 

These cost estimates seem to be unrealistically low. 
According to a TENRAC official, as far as the planning and 
implementation activities are concerned, "there is .simply 
not enough state money to do it. 11 53 Inadequate financing 
provisions are thus the state's chief concern, a concern 
that overrides all others. 

Coupled with this perception of inadequate financing 
is the State's belief that there is an emerging glut of 
crude oil on the world market.S4 In addition, fuel consump
tion in Texas and the nation has been steadily declining, 
largely as a result of higher gasoline prices.SS The com
bined effect of increased availability and reduced consump
tion of fuel is to reduce the likelihood that a 20 percent 
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shortfall will occur, or that a Standby Rationing Plan is 
needed. Moreover, the administrative complexity of the 
plan would make it nearly impossible to implement in time 
to react to a crisis.S6 

Thus, the State of Texas is faced with the choice be
tween spending state funds to plan for a program it believes 
will never be used and running the risk that rationing will 
be required and the State Ration Reserve placed under the 
control of the federal government. This dilemma will be dis-

Conclusions 

The major concern voiced by TENRAC officials is the 
cost and time that would be required to implement the ra
tioning plan. They also feel that the possibility of a 20 
percent shortfall of motor fuels is being reduced by an 
increased availability of oil on the world market and a 
declining demand in this country. Given these options, we 
recommend that the state not appropriate any money on a 
"rationing preparedness" program. This action does run the 
risk of having the State Ration Reserve placed under federal 
control in the event that rationing is required. 

The state can also continue other conservation measures 
which lessen the chance of a severe gasoline shortage. 
Strict enforcement of the SS mile-per-hour speed limit should 
be continued. The increasing fuel efficiency of automobiles 
will also be an important factor in fuel conservation. Mass 
transportation should be increased in the state's metropoli
tan areas; it is encouraging to see the efforts of the Mass 
Transit Authority in Houston. Reducing the demand for gas
oline through these conservation efforts, coupled with in
creasing domestic production, should increase the chances 
that the federal standby gasoline rationing plan will remain 
a "standby" plan. 

John Bassett Ford 

Glenn Herren Moore 
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Chapter 2 

LOW-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTES IN TEXAS 

Introduction 

During World War II, beginning with the Manhattan pro
ject, radioactive waste materials in the form of low-level 
wastes (LLW) were disposed of either through shallow land 
burial or deep sea disposal. A moratorium on deep sea 
burial in 1960 had effectively terminated this latter prac
tice by 1970. Since then, LLW in the United States have 
continued to be stored in shallow land burial sites. As it 
became increasingly apparent that commercially generated 
LLW were assuming a significant and growing proportion of 
total waste generated, the Atomic Energy Connnission (AEC) 
began to provide access to its own sites for AEC licensed 
operations pending designation and licensing approval of 
commercial waste sites. 

Initial approval of the first commercial waste site 
occurred in 1962 with the licensing of the Beatty, Nevada 
facility. Between 1962 and 1971, five additional sites had 
been approved under AEC or agreement state licenses. Of 
the original six sites, three have closed for various rea
sons leaving only three sites in the United States for per
manent disposal of LLW. Currently, the sites located in 
Barnwell, South Carolina, Beatty, Nevada, and Richland, 
Washington are the surviving permanent receptors of the na
tion's radioactive wastes. Because of health and safety 
factors, the two sites in Nevada and Washington were tempo
rary shut down in 1979 leaving the Barnwell, South Carolina 
facility as the only installation capable of receiving 
LLW. This situation too was radically altered when Barnwell, 
which had previously been accepting some 2.4 million cubic 
feet of the nationally generated volume of 3 million cubic 
feetl of LLW,announced that beginning in 1980 it would ac
cept only 1.2 million cubic feet.2 

That one-half of the country's permanent disposal 
sites have been closed or simply failed to renew their li
censes is a topic deserving concern and attention. That 
there are persistent problems with the continuity and ac
cessibility of service in the remainder of the sites pre
sents a separate array of problems. Yet the issue of over
riding importance revolves around the fact that in the very 
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near future this country will experience a very serious 
:shortfall in permanent disposal capacity. Should a major 
'deficiericyactually develop, its effects would be multifari
ous. 

1. Persons dependent on nuclear-related medical tech
nology might be unable to receive treatment. 

2. Institutions involved in medical research oriented 
towards radiation treatment might ' be forced to sus
pend their activities. 

3. Disposal activities might shift to areas unsuited 
for disposal, thus engendering public health pro
blems. 

Relevant statistics suggest that an imminent shortage 
in disposal capacity is indeed forthcoming. As disposal 
capacity diminishes, the generation of LLW from its four 
primary sources continues to increase. According to a 1980 
study prepared by NUS Corporation, 83.8 thousand cubic me
ters of LLW containing 886,000 curies of radioactivity were 
buried in the United States in 1978.3 By 1990 the same NUS 
study projects that some 321.8 thousand cubic meters of LLW 
will be generated and buried at commerical sites throughout 
the United States. 

Waste Sources and Processes 

Generically low-level wastes are characterized as all 
radioactive wastes which are not high-level wastes or spent 
fuel rods from commercial power reactors. Essentially LLW 
are derived from four primary sources. A brief de
scription of their respective components and the percentage 
LLW for which they account are as follows:4 

1. Commercial power reactor wastes account for 43 per
cent of total low-level waste and consist of spent 
resins, filter sludges, evaporator bottoms, dry 
wastes, contaminated equipment and irradiated com
ponents. 

2. Institutional wastes -- biological wastes, scintil
lation vials, solidified and absorbed liquids, and 
dry trash -- make up 25 percent of LLW. 
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3. Industrial wastes comprise 24 percent of total 
waste and are determined by the difference between 
all oth;r wastes and the total amount of wastes 
buried. 

4. Government and military wastes account for 8 per
cent of LLW and are comprised of biological wastes, 
dry solids, solid sludge and all other non-classi
fied materials. 

From the four primary generators of LLW there are five 
discernible categories of disposable LLW which are trans
ferable to temporary or permanent sites within the country. 
They are as listed: 

1. Combustible/compactible materials which consist of 
paper towels, contaminated or partially contaminated 
materials, and disposable equipment. 

2. Liquid scintillation vials, which are used in biomedical 
research and contain radioactive traces, scintilla
tion fluids and toluene. 

3. Bulk liquids which are largely comprised of radio
pharmaceutical wastes, similar to scintillation 
fluids but shipped in larger quantities. 

4. Passthrough materials, which include high-activity sources 
and animal carcasses used in medical research. 
These materials are not processed but rather stored 
in heavily shielded casks or compartments awaiting 
shipment to permanent disposal sites. 

5. Wastewater, which is slightly radioactive reactor cooling 
water shipped from nuclear generated power stations.6 

Methods of Disposal 

Disposal of LLW is essentially a three step function. 
Wastes are initially shipped from the source to a temporary 
site for treatment/processing and/or disposal. Depending 
upon its category it is either retained at the temporary 
site or shipped to a permanent site for burial. At tempo
rary sites all wastes undergo treatment and processing, 
ranging from very simple techniques such as volume reduction 
for combustible/compactible materials, to more sophisticated 
treatment techniques. 
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The simplest method for storing waste materials in
volves passthrough materials which are stored in shielded 
compartments awaiting shipment to permanent sites.7 Treat
ment of wastewater materials embodies a sequential proce
dure involving pumping of water through a series of tanks, 
allowing the water to settle for a period of time until it 
decontaminates.a Once the water is transferred into the 
final tank, it is measured for radioactivity before it is 
released. Sludge remaining in the tanks is solidified and 
then transferred to permanent sites. Combustible/compacti
ble materials are subject to one of two methods of disposal: 
volume reduction or incineration, depending upon the facili
ty's license. 

Treatment of bulk liquids and LSC materials, however, 
involves a much more complicated treatment. As LSC vials 
are received at the facility, the vials are crushed in order 
to separate solids, plastics, and glass from liquids. Solid 
materials are sent to a windowless proportional counter for 
radioactivity measurement, and assuming compliance with 
minimum allowable industry standards, tranferred to a fill 
site located in the facility. Liquid wastes collected from 
both bulk liquids and LSC vials are collected and placed in 
enclosed tanks operating under negative pressure, which al
lows tolerance levels of the content to evaporate. Following 
this step thg remaining toluene passes through an exhaust 
fume system. Residual wastes are drawn off from the tanks, 
solidified in concrete, and then transferred to permanent 
disposal sites. 

Permanent Disposal Sites 

From temporary sites LLW are shipped to the three op
erative permanent sites in the United States. Subject to 
valid grievances concerning operational and safety standards 
and ensuing social and political pressures, these facilities 
have, in recent years, received LLW on a decidely irregu
lar basis. Shipments to Beatty, Nevada were temporarily 
suspended after a fire caused by "spontaneous heat generated 
by a chemical reaction involving absorbent waste materials 
packed in cardboard boxes"lO broke out aboard a truck car
rying waste materials in 1977. In 1979 .Governor Ray of 
Washington temporarily shut down the Hanford, Washington 
facility, citing improper enforcement of packaging and trans
portation regulations by both the Department of Transporta
tion (DOT) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) • 
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Effective October 1, 1981, Governor Richard Riley of South 
Carolina has ordered a phased reduction of the radioactive 
materials which can be received at the Barnwell disposal 
facility. The current level of waste now received, 2.4 
million cubic feet annually, will be reduced 1.2 million 
cubic feet beginning in 1981.11 

In view of past discontinuities and future constraints 
on permanent disposal systems a brief overview of the exis
ting three facilities and their capabilities would be help
ful in bring near-term problems to light. 

Barnwell, South Carolina 

Clearly the most important permanent facility in the 
United States, Barnwell receives an estimated eighty per
cent of the nation's LLW materials.12 Operated by Chem
Nuclear Systems, Barnwell has a total of 265 acres licensed 
for burial of LLW and as of 1977 had been utilized to ~is
pose of some 146,252 cubic meters of waste materials.! A 
remaining capacity of 1,472,260 cubic meters is available 
for future use.14 Without question, the phased reduction 
scheduled for 1981 will significantly strain the burial 
capabilities of the Beatty and Hanford operations. 

Beatty, Nevada 

The disposal facility at Beatty, consisting of eighty 
acres with forty-six of those acres licensed for LLW burial,15 
is operated by Nuclear Engineering Company. Of the forty-
six acres licensed for burial, twenty-eight acres remain for 
future buria1.l6 Although Beatty is the smallest of the com
mercial facilities, its future importance will be commensur
ately enhanced by the aforementioned reductions at Barnwell. 
Ownership of land surrounding Beatty by the Bureau of Land 
Management may limit the expansion of this facility. 

Hanford, Washington 

Like the Beatty operation, this site is run by 
Nuclear Engineering Company. Situated in federal land 
subleased from the State of Washington, Hanford currently 
has 100 acres of land licensed for waste burial. Of the 
100 acres, five have been employed to dispose of some 16,880 
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cubic meters of waste, lefving 874,398 cubic meters avail
able for future disposal. 7 Unlike the situation at the 
Barnwell and Beatty sites, plans are underway foD the State 
:of Washington to sublet additional acreage to Nuclear Engineer
ing for expansion. 

A tabulation of the above figures of disposal space 
use.a vis-a-vis disposal space currently available would in
dicate that approximately twelve percent of existing space 
has been expended, leaving an estimated 2,600,000 cubic meters 
available for future use. Seemingly, this should represent 
an abundance of space for the coming years. However, when 
compared with predictions prepared in 1979 by the NUS Corpo
ration for commercially generated wastes, available space 
will dfWinish rapidly. In 1978 some 68.51 thousand cubic 
meters of commercial LLW was produced and by 1982 this 
level is expected to reach 129.80 thousand cubic meters, 1 9 
virtually double the 1978 figure. Given the constraints 
for expanding the Beatty site, the phased volume limitations 
at Barnwell, and the current social/political climate, it 
becomes all too obvfous that within this decade existing 
permanent disposal capacity at commercial sites will have 
been exhausted. 

Economic Issues 

Any consideration of LLW processor/collector sites 
must include an analysis of economic issues. Unquestion
ably LLW disposal is an expensive service, and with rapidly 
rising fuel prices the cost will, predictably, rise drama
tically. Closely related to fuel costs is the fact that, 
relative to Texas, all permanent disposal sites are geo
graphically remote. Prior to the Barnwell restrictions 
promulgated by Governor Riley of South Carolina, the majority 
of wastes generated by Texas and received in Texas were 
ultimately shipped to Barnwell, the nearest site. Barnwell 
now extends regional preference to certain shippers and 
operators, forcing Texas operators to redirect wastes to 
Beatty or Hanford. Since transportation costs constitute 
sixty percent of total costs,20 shipment of waste materials 
will impose drastically higher disposal costs. Estimates 
suggest that shipments to Beatty would increase costs by as 
much as fifty percent and that a shift to Hanford might in
crease them as much as 100 percent.21 Estimates of this 
nature must necessarily be indexed to fuel prices, an exo
genous factor, and might well exceed these figures in the 
very near future. 
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Economic complications of a more intancgible nature 
arise out of the funding requirements speclfied in 10 CFR 
Part 61. Section 28 of Part 61 requires that: 

the applicant either possess the necessary funds 
or that the applicant has reasonable assurance 
of obtaining the necessary funds, or by combina
tion of the two so that the applicant will have 
the necessary funds to cover the estimated con
struction costs of the facility as well as the 
estimated operating costs over the planned oper
ating life of the facility. 

Financing a project over its "planned operating life" is 
compatible with the concept of funding in perpetuity. Under 
this concept, costs such as facility maintenance and surveil
lance are balanced against an expected return on capital for 
the duration of facility operating/license life. If· the 
original capital investment is of substantial size then it 
can be reasonably assumed that net return on capital will 
be sufficient to cover predicted related costs, and the fa
cility or project is in effect funded in perpetuity. 

In periods of extended economic stability, funding in 
perpetuity represents a conceptually sound if not conserva
tive financial practice. Costs can be easily predicted, 
and necessary capital for funding in perpetuity can be 
gauged by present value discounting. However, in times of 
economic instability perpetual care funding becomes highly 
vulnerable to factors which render the practice unfeasible. 
The concept is vulnerable to two economic factors which 
have become increasingly commonplace in today's financial 
sectors: (1) currency devaluation, and (2) high inflation 
rates. While the former phenomenonhas occurred but once 
in the past decade, it nonetheless represents a threat to 
this form of financing. Inflation,on the other hand,remains 
a persistent force which cannot be divorced from financial 
planning. 

Funding arrangements mandated by 10 CFR Part 61 would, 
given present economic conditions, jeopardize or discourage 
the entry of new capital and therefore applicants to commer
cial LLW activities. As inflation invalidates the concept 
of perpetual care by the inflation rate equaling or exceed
ing the rate or return on capital, new entries to . the field 
will be dissuaded for two reasons: 
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1. Required capital for new sites will be exorbitantly 
high. 

2. Opportunity costs would realistically allocate 
available capital elsewhere. 

LLW Problems in Texas 

The . temporary disposal prospects in Texas are grim. 
On February 18, 1980, spokesmen for the Todd Shipyards Cor
poration announced that the company would begin a gradual 
phasing out of the facility located at Pelican Island.22 
The importance of Todd's role as a receptor of nuclear wastes 
is best illustrated by Texas Department of Health's weekly 
disposal waste inventory sheets. Tabulations for the week 
of January 11, 1980, reveal the following waste inventories 
of the three largest processor/collector facilities in Texas: 

1. Nuclear Sources and Services, Houston, Texas, 349 
barrels of waste; 

2. !so-Tex-Friendswood, Texas, 24.88 barrels of waste; 

3. Todd Shipyards, Pelican Island, Galveston, Texas, 
12,575 barrels of waste. 

A cursory review of the above inventories indicates 
that the Todd site handles roughly four times more waste 
than the next two largest facilities combined. Although 
neither Iso-Texas nor Nuclear Sources receives out-of-state 
wastes23 as does Todd, it remains extremely doubtful that 
either or both facilities will be capable of accommodating 
in-state generated wastes when Todd exists as the state's 
primary collector/processor. 

Low-level waste activities in Texas can be traced to 
1960 when the Todd Shipyards Corporation served in an an
cilliary support function to the nuclear powered surface 
ship "Savannah." When activities with the "Savannah" be
gan to decline, Todd Corp. undertook decontamination pro
jects for nuclear power plants around the nation, and final
ly began accepting LLW for shipment to permanent sites. 

Although Todd is in the process of phasing out the 
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Pelican Island project, that site continues to play an impor
tant role for temporary disposal. In 1979, of the 
60-70,000 barrels of radiopharmaceutical wastes generated 
nationwide, Todd received some 3,000 barrels monthly,24 
the equivalent of one-half of the country's radiopharmaceu
tical wastes. In addition to these wastes, some 50,000 
gallons of contaminated reactor water was in storage as of 
January 19~0, in addition to some 6-7,000 gallons of li
quid bulk.2 Primary sources of reactor water originated 
from out-of-state, primarily Arkansas Nuclear One and the 
Rancho Seco Power Plant in Sacramento, California. 

Prior to Todd's announced withdrawal in February, 
Todd officials and TDOH had agreed upon a gradual scaling 
down of waste inventories through licen~~ng restrictions. 
The elements of these restrictions are: 

1. Todd will receive no waste water from nuclear re
actors. 

2. There will be an immediate reduction of drums containing 
radioactive wastes such that by July 31, 1980 there 
will be no more than 5,000 drums stored. Further 
reductions are to reduce the amount stored to no more 
than 2,000 drums by October 1980.27 

3. The total amount of radioactivity on hand shall at 
no time exceed more than 5,000 curies. 

The departure of Todd from Pelican Island anticipated 
in March of 198128 will pose immediate problems for LLW 
generators in Texas. While Texas does not rank as one of 
the foremost producers of radioactive wastes it does ac
count for three percent of the nation's waste materials. 
Thus, despite Governor Clements' ban on out-of-state wastes, 
Todd's absence will present a vacuum not easily filled by 
the six remaining processor/collector facilities in the 
state. Future hopes for additional in-state capacity were 
eliminated when Bob Gallagher, President of Nuclear Sources 
and Services, was forced to abandon plans for expansion of 
that facility, following an adverse press article and sub
sequent vandalism at his site. : 

While other facilities attempt to pick up the slack, 
Todd's gradual phaseout has already caused some institu
tions to "sit on" their wastes for lack of proper disposal 
outlets, according to one institutional administrator. The 
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implication behind such action raises the more ominous is
sue of alternative disposal. With no channels for disposal 
what becomes of present wastes and those generated in the 
future? Quite obviously institutions, industry, and power 
plants are compelled to "sit on" them or illegally dispose 
of them in whatever manner is deemed feasible. Not only do 
both methods clearly violate public health and safety stan
dards, but social costs are tremendously enhanced by the 
dangers inherent in radiation exposure through inadvertent, 
careless, or illicit methods of disposal. Whatever the 
rationale for or method of disposal, the lack of adequate 
waste facilities will indeed impose both unwarranted and 
unnecessary health risks to society at large. 

Not only do waste disposal problems affect health 
issues negatively, they also impact and undermine the more 
positive aspects of health care. Institutions concerned 
with medical and health care are highly dependent upon 
radioactive materials for both research and treatment. 
Dr. Leo Wade of the U.T. Medical School at Galveston esti
mated that this branch alone "received some 5-10 million 
.dollars annually for grants that depend on radioactive ma
.terials. ·~ 29 Should it become impossible, uneconomical or 
otherwise impractical to discard or eliminate these materi
als, then users have no other choice than to limit or dis
continue their use. 

Conclusions 

As unpopular as nuclear energy continues to be socially 
and politically, it remains one of the few ready technolo
gies capable of absorbing or solving this country's energy 
needs. For this reason it can be reasonably expected that 
wastes and by-products from nuclear power will multiply 
within the next two decades. Medical technology and treat
ment, highly dependent upon radioactive materials, repre
sent the real hope of the future in man's struggle against 
cancer and other illness. Because of the continued need 
for this type of research and treatment, a vast array of 
radioactive materials will remain much in demand for re
searchers and patients alike. Nationally and statewide 
there exists a clear and immediate need for additional low 
level sites, both permanent and temporary. 

Without question the easiest and most direct solution 
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for low-level waste material problems in Texas would be 
for the state legislature to enact legislation recognizing 
the need for a permanent disposal site. State and federal 
safety and environmental criteria for the facility could 
be easily adapted from existing mechanisms currently autho
rized by the Texas Department of He.alth through Article 
4590F. Pubic resentment to a facility of this type could 
be obviated by situating the facility on state-owned land, 
where regulator activities could be easily monitored. 

In the absence of a suitable solution at the state 
level, the individual states could resolve their mutual 
waste problems on a regional basis. If neither state nor 
regional solutions seem forthcoming, then the crux of LLW 
disposal problems rest directly upon the shoulders of the 
commercial licensee. The only solution for this particular 
sector rests with new waste volume reduction methods and 
technology. Since low-level waste disposal is a state and 
a national problem, some thought should be directed at some 
form of state or federal assistance to private facilities 
in order to assist them in implementing or improving volume 
reduction techniques. 

Blake Winston Pittman 
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Chapter 3 

STATES' RIGHTS REGARDING THE 
MANAGEMENT OF LOW-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTES 

Introduction 

In July 1979, the governors of the states of Nevada, 
South Carolina and Washington began expressing concern over 
improper packaging of nuclear wastes entering their states. 
On October 4, 1979, Governor Ray announced the temporary 
closing of the Hanford, Washington site because of continued 
violations of existing regulations. Then, on October 23, Gov
ernor List closed the Beatty, Nevada site after discovering 
that inadequate records had been kept of past operations. 

Faced with the possibility that the only remaining 
burial site, in South Carolina, would also be closed, the 
State of Texas began examining alternative policies for dis
posing of low-level wastes. This brief looks at the general 
nature of state authority over the regulation of low-level 
nuclear wastes and then examines the feasibility of three 
alternative policies: (1) a moratorium on the licensing of 
low-level nuclear processor/collectors, (2) the establish
ment of an in-state-only disposal site, and (3) a "regional" 
approach to low-level waste disposal. 

Federal Preemption under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 

Under the "supremacy clause" of the U.S. Constitution,l 
any state laws which conflict with or obstruct federal leg
islation must be declared unconstitutional and void. There
fore, any state action to regulate the handling of nuclear 
materials must be considered in light of possible federal 
preemption . under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA) .2 

As a basic premise, federal preemption must be -based 
on a determination that the supervening statute has been 
enacted pursuant to one of the enumerated powers of Con
gress3 and hence is constitutional. In this regard it 
should be noted that the constit~tionality of the AEA has 
never been seriously questioned. But despite the obvious 
potential for federal pre-emption, a number of states have 
attempted to exercise authority over nuclear activities by 
enacting legislation purporting to regulate matters such as 
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plant siting, transportation of radioactive materials, and 
discharges of radioactive effluents from nuclear facilities. 
While some of these activities may be subject to limited 
concurrent jurisdiction, most have been getermined to be 
subject to exclusive federal regulation. 

Under AEA amendments enacted in 1959, the Atomic Energy 
Commission (AEC) was authorized to enter into "agreements" 
with the governor of any state to provide for the discontin
uance of federal regulatory over certain aspects of the nu
clear fuel cycle and the assumption thereof by the states.6 
However, this transfer of authority was to be contingent 
upon a showing that the state had both the will and the ex
pertise to effectively regulate the nuclear materials in 
question and that the state program would be compatible 
with the federal nuclear waste disposal program.7 

Texas executed an agreement with the AEC in 19638 
giving the State regulatory authority over by-product ma
terials, source materials and special nuclear materials in 
quantities not sufficient to form a critical mass.9 The 
specific provisions of the regulatory authority assumed by 
Texas under this agreement will be discussed below. 

Moratorium Legislation 

In recent years, several states have enacted licensing 
moratoriums as a means of increasing state control over 
nuclear activities. Although many of the moratoriums en
acted thus far have been directed at nuclear powerplants,10 
there has been some activity in the area of nuclear waste 
disposal as well. 

The various categories of moratorium legislation deal
ing with nuclear waste disposal may be analyzed by comparing 
them with the classes of "restrictive" state legislation 
aimed at nuclear powerplant siting. These categories are: 
(1) absolute prohibition; (2) conditional prohibition; 
(3) comprehensive regulation; and (4) state approval prior 
to construction.11 

Of all measures listed above, the prior-approval model 
is the one most likely to withstand the federal preemption 
test. Since the legislation does not purport to regulate 
radiation hazards it avoids direct conflict with federal 
regulatory provisions. The comprehensive regulation model, 
on the other hand, is intended to regulate radiation hazards 
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and hence is subject to preemption bI~ause of the NRC's 
exclusive jurisdiction in that area. The absolute pro
hibition and conditional prohibition models are also sus
ceptible to preemption because they seek to control radia
tion hazards and they conflict with the Congressional in
tent, as stated in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, to promote 
the use of nuclear energy. 

An example of a state moratorium dealing specifically 
.with low-level nuclear waste disposal is the 1977 New Mexico 
Radioactive Material Disposal Act,13 which placed a one-year 
moratorium on the licensing of a low-level commercial waste 
disposal facility pending the issuance of state regulations 
to guarantee protection of the general public. This legis
lation had the specific purpose of preventing the transport 
of interstate wastes which Chem-Nuclear, Inc. was planning 
to receive from an area within a 750-mile radius.I~ 

New Mexico, like Texas, is an agreement state and thus 
may exercise regulatory authority over certain aspects of 
the nuclear fuels cycle. But any other state actions affec
ting nuclear waste storage are subject to preemption under the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954. The New Mexico legislation avoided 
this conflict with federal law because it was a moratorium on 
licensing rather than an absolute prohibition. Furthermore, 
the measure did not prohibit the accepting of applications; it 
prohibited only the granting of licenses until the appropriate 
state agencies could develop adequate siting and decommission
ing regulations and standards.15 

State Authority Over Low-Level Wastes 

Texas De~artment of Health. The Texas Radiation Con
trol Act,16 w ich was enacted pursuant to the Texas-AEC 
agreement discussed above, established the Texas Department 
of Health as the State Radiation Control Agency. Section 6 
of the Act charges the Agency with the responsibility "for 
general or specific licensing of radioactive materials, or 
devices or equipment utilizing such materials." The ·Texas 
Regulations for Control of Radiation, issued by the Division 
of Occupational Health, specify in great detail the condi
tions for issuance of the license. 

Procedures for administrative review are found in Sec
tion 12 of the Act, which provides that "in any proceeding 
under the Act: For granting, suspending, revoking or 
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amending any license .••or for determining compliance with 
or granting exceptions from rules and regulations •••of the 
Agency, the Agency shall afford an opportunity for a 
hearing before the Radiation Advisory Board (created by 
Section 5 of the Act) 1 Furthermore, Section 41. 50 of the." 

Regulations provides that "no license shall be modified, 
suspended or revoked unless, prior to the institution of 
proceedings therefore, facts or conduct which may warrant 
such action shall have been called to the attention of the 
licensee. in writing and the licensee shall have been af
forded an opportunity to demonstrate or achieve compliance 
with all lawful requirements." 

Emergency authority under the Act is found in Section 
12 (b), which provides that whenever the Agency "finds that 
an emergency exists requiring inunediate action to protect 
the public health and safety, the Agency may, without no
tice or hearing, issue a regulation or order reciting the 
existence of such emergency and requiring that such action 
be taken as is necessary to meet the emergency. Notwith
standing any provision of this Act, such regulation or or
der shall be effective inunediately." Any licensee to whom 
such a regulation or order is directed must comply inune
diately, but upon application to the Agency, shall be af
forded a .hearing within 10 days. 

Finally, Section 13 of the Act provides for injunction 
proceedings which may be invoked "whenever, in the judge
ment of the Texas State Radiation Control Agency, any per
son has engaged in or is about to engage in any acts or 
practices which constitute or will constitute a violation 
of any provision of this Act, or any rule, regulation or 
order issued thereunder ••• ~" Upon a determination that a 
violation has occurred or is about to occur, the Agency 
may request that the Attorney General make application to 
any District Court in Travis County for an order enjoining 
such acts or practices. The remedies available under Sec
tion 13 are : "a permanent or temporary injunction, re
straining order, or other order." 

The Texas Department of Health has primary authority 
under the Act, with the Conunissioner of Health and the Di
rector of the Radiation Control Program (established in 
Section 4(b]) carrying out the responsibilities of the . Agen
cy pursuant to the provisions of the Act. Direct authority 
of the governor is not mentioned in the Act. 
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There are provisions in the Act, as discussed above, 
which may be applicable to low-level waste processor/col
lectors. The applicable provisions deal primarily with 
procedural measures for modifying, suspending or revoking 
the operating license, but there are also provisions for 
immediate action if an emergency is found to exist. Some 
of the proceedings may be instituted by the Agency acting 
alone, while others are to be directed through the Attorney 
General. It should be noted that any action taken under 
authority granted in the Act is subject to judicial review 
and that the licensee is entitled to ? hearing as guaranteed 
by the due process provisions of the U.S. Constitution. 

Other State A encies with Jurisdiction over . 
LLW Processor Collectors 

In addition to the Texas Department of Health, Radia
tion Control Branch (RCB) , there are several other state 
agencies involved in the regulation of LLW processor/col
lectors. They include: the Texas Air Control Board (TACB}, 
the Texas Department of Health (Solid Waste Division [SWDJ) 
and. the Texas Department of Water Resources (DWR) • Relevant 
legislation includes: the Texas Clean Air Act,17 the Texas 
Radiation Control Act,18 the Texas Solid Waste Disposal 
Act,19 and the Texas Water Code.20 

Although the presence of radioactive materials at a 
facility gives the RCB primary regulatory responsibility, 
this does not relieve other agencies of their responsibility 
for regulation or control of associated non-radioactive ma
terials. For example, in the case of atmospheric emissions, 
the RCB is responsible for ensuring that maximum permissible 
concentrations for radionuclides are not exceeded.. However, 
the TACB is still responsible for regulating non-radioactive 
effluents from the same source. If, in the future, the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) elects to add selected 
radionuclides to the list of hazardous pollutants it regu
lates., then the TACB may also assume responsibility for these 
designated materials. However, this regulatory authority 
would be contingent on EPA approval of the TACB program for 
regulating these radionuclides and upon the RCB's deferrence 
of regulatory authority to the TACB. 

Regulatory authority over waste water outfalls is di
vided between RCB and DWR. The RCB is responsible for regu
lating radioactive contaminants, while the DWR is responsib1e 
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for regulating non-radioactive components of the effluent, 
such as total suspended solids, biological oxygen demand, 
and acidity. This division of authority is not clearly 
drawn at present, since the Department of Health performs 
the DWR sample analysis under an interagency contract. 

Jurisdiction over solid waste is divided between the 
SWD and the DWR. Industrial waste is regulated by DWR, 
while municipal or mixed (industrial and municipal) waste 
is regulated by SWD. In the case of mixed, class 1 (flam
mable, toxic, etc.) waste, the SWD issues permits with DWR 
concurrence. Solid waste from LLW processor/collector 
operations is classified as mixed if it contains materials 
generated by hospitals (municipal waste) along with typical 
industrial waste. 

Regulations Affecting Transportation of Low-Level Waste 

On January 31, 1980, the Materials Transportation 
Bureau (MTB) of the Department of Transportation published 
proposed regulations for the routing of carriers of radio
active materials by highway.21 These proposed guidelines 
are intended to "reduce the possibility of exposure and in
advertent releases (of radioactivity) in normal and acci
dent situations and to clarify the scope of permissible 
State and local action.~22 

The regulations proposed by DOT are in response to ac
tions taken by a number of state and local governments 
which have either passed, or proposed, legislation to re
strict the transportation of certain radioactive materials 
through their jurisdiction. One of the first examples of 
such legislation was a 1976 amendment to the New York City 
Health Code. The amendment, which had the practical effect 
of banning most commercial shipments of radioactive materi
als in or through the city, was intended primarily as a mea
sure to prevent truck shipments of irradiated reactor fuel 
from Brookhaven National Laboratories'IJOng Island facility 
from passing through the densely populated urban areas of 
the city. · Associated Universities, which operates the 
Brookhaven facility, appealed to the DOT for a ruling on 
whether the New York City ordinance was preempted by feder~ 
al transportation safety requirements issued under the 
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) .23 DOT 
concluded that local legislation, such as that enacted by 
New York City, could be preempted by the HMTA. However, 
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because highway routing authority had not yet been exer
cised by the federal government under the HMTA, the NYC 
ordinance was not preempted by HMTA requirements.24 

Although the restrictions on transportation of radio
active materials have undoubtedly been enacted by state and 
local governments in response to genuine concerns over the 
health and safety of their citizens, it should be noted that 
accidents involving radioactive materials represents a small 
fraction of the total number of annually occurring accidents 
involving the transportation of hazardous materials. DOT's 
Hazardous Materials Incident Reporting System, to which car
riers must report incidents involving any release of a 
hazardous material during transportation or any suspected 
radioactive contamination, has reported that between 1971 
and August 1979 "a total of 463 incident reports were re
ceived involving nuclear materials (0.5 percent of the total 
reports received) ... 25 Of the 463 reports involving nuclear 
materials, 323 concerned highway transportation. Approxi
mately 15 percent of the reported nuclear incidents involved 
more severe accidents which resulted in packages of radio
active materials being burned.26 

More than any simple quantitative comparison can accu
rately measure, it appears that state and local concern over 
the transportation of radioactive materials is founded upon 
basic qualitative differences between radioactive materials 
and transportation hazards posed by other hazardous materi
als. 27 From this perspective, it seems likely that state 
and local concern over radioactive materials transportation 
will continue. 

The routing scheme contained in the DOT regulations is 
to be based on a policy of minimizing the total radiological 
and nonradiological impacts during transportation. This re
quires a balancing of the "time in transit" with the popula
tion densities of the areas exposed to radioactivity. Estab
lishing criteria for population density will be an especially 
difficult task: 

Commentators have suggested that cities with popu
lation densities of 10,000 to 12,000 persons or 
more per square mile should be avoided by radioac
tive material carriers. The MTB has not used the 
term "heavily populated area". It does not appear 
practical to define it as a function of population 
densities or absolute population fiqures. The term 
is vague and its purpose difficult to enforce.28 
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As mentioned above, the HMTA does not necessarily pro
hibit state and local regulation of carriers of radioactive 
materials. Under the proposed new rules, state agencies 
and local jurisdictions are allowed to designate "preferred" 
highways29 for transporting radioactive materials. The MTB 
has solicited this limited input so long as local govern
ments refrain from exercising what amounts to a veto power 
over interstate commerce. r 

Interstate Commerce 

One of the issues of concern to the State of Texas is 
the question of whether a state has authority to limit or 
ban the shipment of out-of-state low-level nuclear wastes 
across state boundaries. Since Congress has the power to 
regulate commerce between the states, any state action af
fecting the flow of interstate commerce must be examined 
for possible conflict with federal authority under the Com
merce Clause of the U.S. Constitution.30 

The basic question for consideration is whether the 
interstate shipment of radioactive wastes is the sort of 
"commerce" given constitutional protection by the Commerce 
Clause. Although this specific question has not been ad
dressed by the courts, the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled, 
in the case of City of Philadelphia v. New Jersey,~! that 
the interstate movement of solid or liquid waste is "com
merce" within the meaning of the Commerce Clause. There
fore, a New Jersey statute which sought to halt the im
portat~on of solid and liquid wastes originating from out
side the territorial limits of the state was held to be 
unconstitutional. 

The City of Philadelphia ruling is particularly signi
ficant because it struck down as unconstitutional a New 
Jersey law which had the stated purpose of reducing the 
possibility of harm to the environment. This apparently 
reverses the Court's long-standing practice of affording 
states broad latitude in exercising their police powers 
to protect the health, safety and welfare of its citizens, 
even though the exercise of these powers may involve some 
regulation of interstate commerce. 

One of the principles established by the Court in the 
City of Philadelphia ruling is that point of origin is not 
in itself sufficient to justify a state's discriminating 
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against articles of commerce coming from outside the state. 
Thus, it would seem that whenever a state allows the dis
posal of wastes generated within that state, the state 
would be powerless to restrict the interstate movement and 
disposal of out-of-state wastes of a similar nature. 

One possible measure which a state might take to limit 
the importation of hazardous wastes would be the enactment 
of a "quarantine" type law. The general principle embodied 
in such a law is stated in t~~ case of Bouman v. Chicago 
Northwestern Railway (1888): 

States have the power to provide by law suitable 
measures to prevent the introduction into the 
state of articles of trade, which, on account of 
their present condition, would bring in arid 
spread disease, pestilence, and death ••. Such arti
cles are non-merchantable; they are not legitimate 
subjects of trade and commerce. They may be right
ly outlawed as intrinsically and directly the im
mediate sources and causes of destruction of human 
health and life. The self-protecting power of 
each state, therefore, may be rightfully exerted 
against their introduction, and such exercises of 
power cannot be considered regulations of commerce 
prohibited by the Constitution.33 

Quarantine laws are generally used by a state to prevent 
the importation of diseased plants or animals or any other 
article which might prove harmful to the health and safety 
of the citizens of that state. Therefore, it appears that 
a quarantine on the importation of radioactive materials 
might be an exception to the general prohibition of states' 
interfering with interstate commerce. 

It should be noted, however, that the ban on out-of
state wastes in the City of Philadelphia case had the stated 
purpose of protecting the health and safety of citizens of 
New Jersey, as would be the case if the law had been intended 
as a quarantine. Indeed, a strong argument was made in the 
dissent to the City of Philadelphia decision that the New 
Jersey statute was indistinguishable from a quarantine. 
Nevertheless, the Court found the wastes in question to be 
commerce of the sort afforded protection under the Commerce 
clause of the Constitution. 

The City of Philadelphia decision seems to indicate that 
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the Supreme Court has effectively outlawed any measure 
taken by a state to discriminate against out-of-state 
wastes. This raises the question of whether similar dis
criminatory measures taken by groups of states (the "re
gional" approach to disposal, as discussed below) will 
also be considered to be a burden on interstate commerce. 

In the case of Hardage v. Adkins,34 the 10th Circuit 
Court of Appeals considered an Oklahoma statute whi.ch 
banned the transport of out-of-state toxic wastes into 
Oklahoma unless the state of origin had enacted regulations 
similar to Oklahoma's and had also entered into a reciproc
ity agreement with Oklahoma. The Federal Court held that 
it was a violation of the Conunerce Clause to enact reciproc
ity agreements which are the basis for limiting importation. 

It should be noted that the Oklahoma legislation was 
enacted prior to the City of Philadelphia decision · and, 
therefore, it did not seek to find an exception to the Su
preme Court's ruling in that case. Nonetheless, it appears 
that even a carefully drawn disposal agreement allowing the 
transfer of wastes among states belonging to the group, but 
excluding wastes from states outside the group, could be 
declared unconstitutional under the Conunerce Clause. 

Current Legislation Dealing with Control of Low-Level 
Nuclear Wastes 

Federal Legislation. HR 5809 and 5819 were introduced 
on November 7, 1979 and were referred jointly to the Com
mittees on Interior and Insular Affairs and Interstate and 
Foreign Conunerce. HR 5809 seeks to amend the Atomic Energy 
Act of 1954 to "authorize states to enter into agreements 
or compacts with other states for the establishment of re
gional disposal sites for low-level radioactive waste". 
It would also establish rules regarding the ownership of 
low-level radioactive wastes whereby the licensee would 
maintain title to the wastes until the wastes are received 
at the state facility. Once received at this facility, 
title to the wastes would transfer to the state. 

HR 5819, entitled the "Low-Level Radioactive Waste 
Storage and Technology Demonstration Act of 1979 ,'.' provides 
for "research, development, and demonstration of the safe 
and permanent disposal of low-level radioactive wastes from 
hospitals, medical schools, research facilities, nuclear 
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powerplants, and other sources." This bill would "estab
lish federal low-level radioactive waste disposal sites in 
various regions of the country to demonstrate that the 
technology exists to dispose safely of low-level radio
active wastes in each region." It would also require the 
federal government to establish between nine and fourteen 
low-level radioactive waste repositories on federal lands 
within the continental United States. 

HR 6212 was referred jointly to the Committee on In
terior and Insular Affairs and Interstate and Foreign Com
merce on December 20, 1979. It would amend the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954 to "require each state to provide for 
the disposal of low-level radioactive waste generated with
in that state." In addition, it would "authorize states to 
enter into agreements or compacts with other states for the 
establishment of regional disposal sites for low-level ra
dioactive waste;" and would provide federal finance assis
tance to the states in which such sites would be located. 

HR 6390, entitled the "Atomic Energy Act Amendments of 
1980," was introduced on January 31, 1980 and was also re
ferred jointly to the Committees on Interior and Insular 
Affairs and Interstate and Foreign Commerce. It proposes 
major changes in almost every aspect of the regulation of 
nuclear power. The major proposed changes with respect 
to low-level nuclear wastes would be requirements for the 
states to provide for the disposal of low-level wastes 
generated within their boundaries. This requirement may 
be satisfied either by establishing an in-state-only site 
or by entering into agreements or compacts with other states 
to provide for regional disposal sites. The bill would pro
vide financial assistance to the states for pre-construction 
activities and would require bonding and a demonstration fi
nancial responsibility of the licensee who would operate 
each site. 

The current legislative proposals seem to indicate a 
Congressional attitude of demanding prompt, decisive action 
to provide for low-level waste disposal sites. The approach 
most favored by Congress appears to be a system of regional 
sites. This approach is consonant with the LLW program sup
ported by the White House. 

State Legislation. Senate Bill 910, which was intro
duced into the Texas Legislature in March 1979, would re
structure the licensing process so that the state would 
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acquire fee simple title to any lands, buildings or grounds 
where radioactive wastes produced by industrial, medical, 
scientific, or other organizations are concentrated, stored 
or Otherwise disposed. The state would then have authority 
to lease the properties acquired to firms "for the purpose 
of operating such sites for the concentration, storage, or 
disposal of radioactive materials or for any other purpose 
not contrary to the public interests or state law." The 
bill would also provide for a "Radiation and Perpetual Care 
Fund" to ensure adequate funds for deconunissioning facilities 
and to finance other requirements of the bill. 

Policy Alternatives for Texas 

Moratorium. A moratorium on the licensing of low-level 
nuclear waste processor/collectors would provide Texas with 
time to reassess its future role in the area of nuclear 
waste disposal. However, such a measure would be only a 
temporary answer to a problem in need of a long-term solu
tion. Since a licensing moratorium would apply only to op
erators applying for a new license, it would have no effect 
on LLW processor/collectors currently operating in the state. 
Any action to revoke or suspend valid operating licenses 
would entitle licensees to a hearing as guaranteed by due 
process provisions of the U.S. Constitution. 

In-State-on17 Disposal Site. Texas could establish 
a state processor collector operation or a state permanent 
low-level disposal site without violating constitutional 
provisions protecting interstate commerce. However, if the 
state were to accept any out-of-state wastes at any time, 
it would have difficulty in later trying to refuse similar 
wastes without violating the Commerce Clause. Furthermore, 
any outright ban on out-of-state wastes is unlikely to be 
permanently successful since such a measure will not be 
able to withstand the inevitable constitutional challenge 
of the Commerce Clause. 

Regional Disposal Sites. The low-level waste disposal 
approach favored in most of the current legislative propos
als is the establishment of regional disposal sites. These 
disposal sites would be on state-owned land, or possibly 
federally-owned land, and would be operated by state agen
cies. If the ho.st state were an "agreement state", then 
the appropriate state agency would exercise regulatory 
authority over the facility; otherwise, the Nuclear 
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Regulatory Commission would regulate the site. 

The regional approach to waste raises several Con
stitutional questions with regard to interstate commerce, 
as discussed above. Until this potential difficulty has 
been resolved, it would appear that such a plan would be 
less favorable to the State of Texas than the establish
ment of an in-state-only site. 

Gary Warren Hamilton 
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Chapter 4 

CRUDE OIL WINDFALL PROFIT TAX OF 1980 
<. 

Issue Definition 

Even before the Arab oil embargo of 1973-1974 the 
United States was moving from an era of expanding secure 
supplies of cheap fuels and energy toward one of scarce, 
uncertain, and expensive supplies. In 1979 OPEC twice 
raised prices to an average of $20 a barrel. The Presi
dent responded to this in televised addresses on April 5 
and July 15 in 1979. 

The latter speech concerned oil import quotas. The 
major feature of the former was the announcement of the 
intention to gradually decontrol the price of domestic 
crude oil at the wellhead under the provisions of the 
Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 beginning June 
1, 1979. His plan for decontrol was part of an overall 
program to conserve oil, reduce U.S. oil imports, increase 
the domestic supply of fuels and energy, increase develop
ment of new energy supply technologies, reduce the impact 
of higher energy prices upon the poor, and improve mass 
transportation. Funding for the last three items would be 
financed by a windfall oil profits tax (WPT). 

The windfall profits tax (a term that is .a mis.nomer 
since it is actually an excise tax on production) , despite 
its ties to synthetic fuels production, serves Carter's 
broader goal of energy conservation. It enables him to 
take the politically unpopular step of decontrolling prices 
to provide an economic incentive for reducing the nation's 
excessive petroleum consumption. By insisting in the pro
cess on a stiff tax on the "big oil companies" and capital
izing on their negative image, Carter apparently believed 
that he could make decontrol more palatable to the voters 
and Congress. 

The Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax Act of 1980 (HR 3919) 
reconciled differences between the Senate and House 
versions. It was signed by the President on April 2, 1980. 
It consists of seven major sections as follows: 
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1. an imposition of an excise tax on domestically 
produced crude oil; 

2. an expansion of existing tax credits to encourage 
residential energy conservation; 

3. a provision of tax incentives for businesses to 
encourage energy conservation and production of 
alternate energy sources; 

4. a provision of energy assistance to people with 
low income; 

5. guidelines for the allocation of the tax proceeds; 

6. various income tax alterations; and 

7. an imposition of restrictions on the President's 
ability to control oil imports. 

As a federal law, the Act's features illuminate Congres
sional attitudes regarding national energy policy and how, 
aided by analysis, that policy responds to the country's 
energy requirements. 

Background 

The first serious windfall tax proposal was in 1974 
when Congress gave broad energy/environmental emergency 
powers embodied in S2589 to the President. Nixon vetoed 
the bill, and efforts to revive it failed. - It included 
a form of WPT on the oil industry and permitted temporary 
loosening of some clean air standards. 

Later in 1974, pressed by rising energy prices and 
angry consumers, the House considered HR 14462. Although 
the measure never reached the floor, it consisted of an 
oil depletion allowance in order to increase taxes paid 
by the industry. 

Carter submitted a massive energy package in 1977. 
A chief aspect of this package_, S 622, concerned the 
elimination of federal price and allocation controls on 
gasoline. 

In 1978, a conference committee killed HR 5263. This 
bill provided for a wellhead tax on domestic oil to bring 
the price to world levels. 
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Current Status 

The windfall profit tax is a temporary excise, or 
severance, tax applying to taxable crude oil produced 
in the U.S. according to its classification in one of 
three tiers. Essentially, the tax structure is the same 
for the three tiers except that each tier has a different 
rate and a different base price above which price increases 
are subject to tax. The tax equals the . tax rate times 
the windfall profit. The windfall profit is defined as 
the difference between the actual selling price of the oil 
and its base price (with a deduction for severance taxes 
on the windfall profit). Certain kinds of producers and 
certain kinds of oil are exempt from the tax entirely. Up 
to 1,000 barrels per day of flowing oil produced by inde
pendent producers are eligible for a reduced tax rate. 

The basic tax rate for tier I production is 70 per
cent for integrated oil companies and all royalty owners 
and 50 percent for independent producers. The windfall 
profit is the difference between the actual selling price 
of the oil and its May 1979 upper tier ceiling price 
(which averaged $13.02 per barrel) less $0.21, adjusted 
for inflation. Tier I production consists of all lower 
and upper tier oil under price controls, upper tier oil 
released to the market price, marginal property production, 
and heavy oil that does not meet the heavy oil definition 
for tax purposes--that is, oil between 16 and 20 degrees 
gravity. The tier I tax applies to all oil that would 
have been controlled as lower or upper tier oil if the 
pre-June 1979 price controls had remained in effect (gen
erally, oil discovered prior to 1979), including produc
tion for the Sadlerochit reservoir on the Alaskan North 
Slope. 

The tier II tax, covering stripper oil, is a 60 per
cent tax for royalty owners and major producers and 30 per
cent tax for independents. The windfall profit is the 
difference between the actual selling price of the oil and 
$15.20, adjusted for inflation and for differences in 
quality and location. Under the conference agreement, 
tier II oil includes production from stripper well proper
ties ("stripper well oil" is production from a property 
that averages not more than ten barrels per day per well) 
and oil produced from the National Petroleum Reserves. 

Under the conference agreement, oil produced from the 
Sadlerochit reservoir on Prudhoe Bay is taxed like other 
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upper tiers (i.e., at a 70 percent rate on price increases 
above the May 1979 upper tier ceiling price) less $0.21, 
adjusted for inflation. The base price for Sadlerochit 
oil, however, is adjusted upward to reflect decreases in 
the TransAlaska Pipeline System tariff below $6.26. 

Other oil produced north of the Arctic Circle is ex
empt from the tax, as is any oil produced from a well lo
cated north of the Alaskan Aleutian mountain range and 
more than 75 miles from the Alaska pipeline. 

Oil that the Department of Energy (DOE) releases from 
price controls under its August 1979 regulations to fi
nance investments in tertiary recovery projects is exempt 
from the WPT if the project is controlled by producers who 
are not integrated oil companies. Also, tax refunds are 
available for the WPT paid on front-end tertiary oil for 
projects controlled by integrated oil companies to the 
extent that the producers of the front-end tertiary oil 
incur qualifying expenditures in excess of the amount re
couped under the front-end program. This WPT treatment 
of front-end tertiary oil applies only with respect to oil 
which could not have been released from price controls 
under any other provision, and it terminates on September 
30, 1981. 

All producers will pay the same tax rate for tier III 
production--newly discovered oil, heavy crude, and incre
mental tertiary crude. Under the conference agreement, 
oil in this tier is subject to a 30 percent tax on the 
difference between the actual selling price of the oil 
and $16.55, adjusted for inflation plus two percent, and 
for differences in quality and location. 

Newly discovered oil has the same definition for tax 
purposes as it has for price control purposes. Therefore, 
newly discovered oil is defined as crude oil from an outer 
continental shelf area for which the lease wa~ entered 
into on or after January 1, 1979, or an onshore property 
from which no oil was produced in calendar year 1978. 

Incremental tertiary oil is the amount of production 
from a property on which the producer uses a qualified 
tertiary method in excess of a statutory base level. The 
base level is the average daily production from the pro
perty for the six-month period ending March 31, 1979, 
reduced by the sum of one percent for each post-1978 month 
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up to the project beginning date, and 2.5 percent for 
each month thereafter. 

The conference agreement allows producers to self
certify their projects or to have a competent governmental 
body certify the tertiary project in advance as meeting 
the following criteria: 

1. use of a tertiary recovery method; 

2. application in accordance with sound engineering 
principles; 

3. a reasonable expectation of more than an insigni
ficant increase in production; and 

4. compliance with Treasury regulations. 

Generally, only production from a project which began 
after May 31, 1979 will qualify as incremental tertiary 
oil; however, production from a significantly expanded 
project, or from a DOE-certified project which began 
prior to that date also could qualify. 

Production from state and local government land is 
exempt from the tax if the revenues are used for any public 
purpose. Production from land owned by charitable medical 
facilities, education institutions, or churches is exempt 
from the tax if the land was owned by such an institution 
on January 21, 1980, and as long as the proceeds from the 
oil production are dedicated to medical or educational 
purposes. 

The conference agreement allows producers to deduct 
state severance taxes enacted after March 31, 1979, only 
if the increase applies equally to the entire price of 
the barrel of oil and only to the extent that the total 
rate of severance tax imposed by the state does not ex
ceed 15 percent. 

The tax will be withheld by the first purchaser of 
the crude or the operator of the property and deposited 
in a trust account. The purchase~ must file quarterly 
returns and provide producers and royalty owners annual 
statements of their tax liabilities which would be includ
ed with the producers' income tax returns. 
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The tax will phase out over a 33-month period starting 
in January 1988 or one month after the month for which the 
Secretary of the Treasury estimates that $227.3 billion 
has been raised by the tax. Even if the amount has not 
been raised, the phaseout will begin on January 1, 1991. 

The bill increases the existing tax credit for resi
dential solar energy property to 40 percent of the first 
$10,000 of expenditures and makes additional kinds of pro
perty eligible for that credit. It also adds specific 
standards which the Treasury will use when exercising the 
existing authority to add items to the list of property 
eligible for the home insulation and solar energy tax 
credits. 

The principal energy tax incentives for business in 
the bill concern credits in various conservation and non
petroleum measures. 

The law authorizes $3.115 billion for fiscal year 
1981 for a program of block grants to the states to pro
vide assistance to lower income families for heating and 
cooling costs. For fiscal year 1982 and subsequent years 
the 25 percent of the WPT revenues allocated for low in
come assistance, as specified below, is to be divided 
equally to provide additional assistance under the Social 
Security and Aid to Families with Dependent Children pro
grams. 

The revenues raised by the WPT, up to the amount cur
rently expected ($227.7 billion between 1980 and 1990), 
are to be allocated as follows: income tax reductions--60 
percent; low income asssistance--25 percent; and energy 
and transportation programs--15 percent. Any tax revenues 
in excess of those currently expected would be allocated 
two-thirds for tax cuts and one-third for low income assis- · 
tance. 

General income tax provisions in the bill include: 
repeal of the carryover basis; a $200 exlusion for interest 
and dividends ($400 for married couples); and changes to 
LIFO inventory accounting rules. 
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Policy Analysis 

The Administration hopes that the decontrol of domes
tic petroleum prices (which is the purpose for enacting 
an excise tax imposed on oil production) will provide a 
big boost in reaching its goal of national energy indepen
dence. The premises for this action are the following: 
(1) by allowing domestic oil to rise to the higher world 
market price level, the increased cost will discourage 
consumption, thereby cutting demand; and (2) the earning 
of increased revenues by the petroleum industry will pro
vide the financial incentive necessary to stimulate greater 
oil exploration and production resulting in an increased 
domestic supply. 

There is ample evidence to support this claim. Con
sumption of gasoline is running ten percent below last 
year's level. The DOE calculates that the total amount of 
energy consumption measured against the gross national 

1product has plunged to the lowest level of the postwar era.
For the current year a 2.7 percent drop in the U.S. demand 
for oil is predicted.2 Both of these drops are primarily 
attributable to the higher costs of petroleum. With total 
decontrol and assuming that the full increase in cost is 
transferred to the consumer, it is estimated that jhe de
mand for oil will decrease by 900,000 b/d by 1990. 

With the exception of last year, petroleum production 
has fallen every xear since the imposition of federal price 
controls in 1971. The sharp increase in oil prices during 
1979 made investments attractive that once appeared marginal 
and is directly responsible for the 49,868 wells that were 
drilled in that year; nearly twice the low of 25,851 that 
the industry hit in 1971,and only 13 percent below the 
record set in 1956.5 

The U.S. oil industry has budgeted a record $51 bil
lion for domestic capital projects and exploration for 1980, 
more than half of which is for exploration, drilling, and 
production. This figure is 26 percent higher than the in
dustry's outlay last year and 51 percent more than it 
planned to spend at the beginning of last year, before the 
increase in world oil prices.6 Estimates indicate that 
decontrol without a windfall profits tax would increase 
production by 1990 with an additional 500,000 b/d to two 
million b/d. With decontrol and the WPT,predictions of 
increased production by 1990 realistically appear to be 
one million b/d.7 
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The Administration claims are substantiated, but both 
negative and positive consequences will result from de
control and the tax. These consequences will be: (1) an 
increase in inflation; (2) a windfall in revenues to the 
government; (3) a reduction in revenues available to Texas; 
(4) a reduction in the number of oil producers; (5) a re
duction of U.S. dependence of foreign oil; (6) little 
excess funds for major energy programs; and (7) an increase 
in the price competitiveness of alternate energy sources. 

The price increases for domestic oil will increase 
inflation, and could slow economic activity and increase 
unemployment. Decontrol is estimated to raise the price 
level by 1.9 to 2.1 percent by 1985 with most of this 
effect occurring by the end of 1981.8 If the full effect 
of decontrol is not passed through to consumers, the infla
tionary impact will be smaller. The Administration calcu
lates a 0.75 percent change in the Consumer Price Index 
for the period 1979-1982 if there is no further increase 
in OPEC prices, and 0.9 percent if OPEC prices increase 
three percent annually. One rationale for decontrol is 
that inflation will be minimized in the long run if do
mestic oil prices are allowed to rise and to encourage 
more domestic production. By substituting increased domes
tic oil production for some oil imports, the balance of 
payments situation could be eased and the value of the dol
lar steadied in foreign markets. Bolstering the purchasing 
power of the dollar can have a beneficial effect on infla
tion. 9 

Rising oil prices and decontrol will cause families 
to increase the share of income they devote to energy ex
penditures. This burden will be disproportionately large 
for low income families. For example, by 1982 the average 
household would spend about 17 percent of its income on 
direct and indirect oil expenditures under a continuation 
of controls. With decontrol, the average household would 
spend an additional 2.7 percent of family income on oil~ 
Those families in the lowest income quintile, however, 
would spend 27.5 percent of their income on oil with an 
extension £5 controls and an additional 4.5 percent with 
decontrol. · 

The real windfall from decontrol will go to federal, 
state, and local governments, a windfall that will be much 
larger thanks to the WPT. By 1990, it is expected to 
amount to $567 billion. If a more realistic annual oil 
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price increase is used to calculate the revenues, the 
federal government will receive from the tax, say five 
percent instead of the two percent utilized by the Con
gress, then $283 billion instead of $227 billion will 
flow into the federal coffers. In addition, the extra 33 
months mandated for the tax to expire will likely accrue 
$40 billion in addition to the $227 billion that will 
already have been received by the federal government.11 

Even if no new tax were enacted, 53 cents of every 
dollar of new revenue resulting from decontrol would go 
to the government. This compares with 80 cents of every 
dollar that will be taken by the WPT. Decontrol alone 
would have raised the federal government's take from the 
corporate income tax by $198 billion over the next ten 
years. Revenues from state and federal royalties, sever
ance taxes, and other state and local taxes would amount 
to $115 billion.12 

Approximately $63 billion of the over $227 billion 
tax will be raised from Texas oi1.13 This will result in 
a major outflux of dollars from the state which would 
otherwise be absorbed by the state government and private 
intrastate investment. On the other hand, there will be 
additional funds accruing to the state universities 
which receive revenues from oil producing land they 
own. 

Although both major and independent producers will 
suffer repercussions from the tax, independents will 
probably suffer more since the majors can shift their pro
fit center so as to buffer somewhat the tax impact.14 It 
is predicted that Texas independents alone will be affected 
to the tune that 20 percent of them will go out of business 
sooner in this decade than they would have otherwise--a· 
circumstance that would result from the increased taxation 
and regulation of the WPT bill.15 

Decontrol will reduce U.S. dependence on foreign oil. 
Assuming no WPT, the demand reductions and supply increases 
from decontrol will decrease oil imports by approximately 
2.1 million barrels a day by 1990, or about 15 percent of 
total projected U.S. oil imports in that year, reducing 
the 1990 U.S. oil import bill by $52 billion.16 Even with 
the tax, there will be less consumption of foreign oil 
than there would be with continued regulation. In later 
years, as the growth in demand continues to slow, the 
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magnitude of the oil import savings would continue to 
increase. Also, adoption of the world price could improve 
U.S. relations with member nations of both the OPEC and 
the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development, 
which view the subsidy to domestic energy consumption 
created by price regulation as evidence of U.S. willing
ness to address the energy problem. 

What had originated as a tax of which a major portion 
of the revenues raised would go to financing energy-related 
programs has politically evolved into primarily a measure 
for financing the general operations of the Congress. Pre
sently, no more than $34 billion of the revenues raised 
from the tax will be used to underwrite transportation and 
energy projects, regardless of whether additional income is 
received. This amounts to a legislatively mandated 15 per
cent of the $227.7 billion expected from the tax. It would 
appear from this Congressional action that U.S. energy in
dependence is not paramount as a domestic energy policy 
goal, as Carter had initially exhorted. 

Although U.S. energy independence is not paramount in 
the minds of the national policy formulators, decontrol of 
petroleum prices will help to effect this policy in a de 
facto fashion. Decontrol will do this by reducing consump
tion, increasing production, and increasing the competitive
ness of alternate energy sources by making them more ·economi
cally attractive as the cost of oil widens in relative pro
portion. 

Policy Alternatives 

There were various policy options available to the 
Congress for shaping the WPT. Depending upon the premise(s} 
selected as a guide for fabricating the law by Congress, 
an individual can determine the option selected. Such 
premises consist of the perennial economic argument of ef
ficiency versus equity, U.S. energy independence versus 
dependence on foreign energy, and short-term versus long
term increased energy prices. Those decisions which select 
efficiency as their premise tend also to accept U.S. energy 
independence and short-term increased energy prices. Con
versely, dependence on foreign energy, equity, and long-term 
increased energy prices tend to side together. 

The first option would have been no decontrol and no 
windfall tax. However, this choice would cause a continuing 
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dependence upon foreign oil from a politically unstable 
region which is an anathema to the nation's security, 
productivity, and defense. Although prices would not in
crease rapidly, in the long term inflation would be com
pounded. This option, then, favors equity. 

The second option was decontrol with no WPT. This 
certainly would be substantially more efficient than de
control with a concomitant tax from an increased oil pro
duction perspective. However, this choice would also be 
the most politically unpopular, an impossibility given 
this constraint. 

A third choice would be a lower tax; possibly a tax 
that would be the same for all forms of oil. This would 
increase production, reduce bureaucratic regulation, and 
eliminate many of the complex formulae and procedures 
necessary for complying with the current WPT requirements 
resulting in increased efficiency, yet retaining a degree 
of equity in compensation to individuals for increased 
energy costs. 

Another alternative would have been to shorten the 
time stipulated in the bill for initiating the phase-out 
of tne tax. This would allow the industry to increase 
production at an earlier date through the financing of 
greater retained revenues and investment. 

As a final option, a total or a partial "plowback·0 

. tax credit provision could have been inserted into the 
bill before it was signed into law. This would have pro
vided a strong incentive to the oil producers to reinvest 
their revenues into energy activities since only income 
not devoted to energy purposes would be subject to taxa
tion. (By allowing plowback, Texas oil production would in
crease by 23 million barrels in 1985 and by 39 million 
barrels in 1990.)17 Certainly allowing a 100 percent 
plowback would be the most efficient, but would it be of 
reasonable equity? 

·carter and his predecessors have preached the impera
tiveness of domestic energy independ~nce. Accepting this 
premise, the optimal energy policy should be one of maxi
mizing domestic energy production (i.e., achieving total 
possible production efficiency} • Op~onents of plowback 
argue that such a mechanism would exploit the poor with 
particularly harsh financial burdens since little or no 
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funds would be available for redistribution if the indus
try reinvested their revenues in energy. 

However, a convincing argument for decontrol (without 
a windfall profits tax} based upon the efficiency versus 
equity debate is advanced in last September/October's edi
tion of Regulation magazine.18 In the article, "Why Oil 
Prices Should be Decontrolled." Kenneth Arrow and Joseph 
Kraft essentially state that the efficiency gain in de
control without a WPT more than offsets the equity loss 
(i.e., there is an increase in net benefits}. 

Additionally, what is often neglected in consideration 
is that $313 billion in total government revenues would be 
expected from decontrol even without a WPT. Thus, the 
present tax structure could more than adequately compen
sate the poor for their increased energy costs. 

The combination of decontrol and the WPT will prove 
to be an unequivocal improvement over the status quo. The 
oil industry and the government will incur a large increase 
in revenues, but the law still falls short of helping to 
precisely define the energy policy for the country. Govern
ment prevention of maximum possible domestic energy produc
tion may well be an anathema to the country should the U.S. 
one day discover itself in dire straits, such· as if a war 
were to sever the U.S.' s umbilical cord to the Middle East. 

The taxation tool that Congress has at its disposal 
is an extremely powerful policy-shaping instrument. As 
such, it would behoove the Congress to give strong consid
eration to amend the Crude Oil Windfall Profit Tax at some 
point in the future in a manner that defines and provides 
impetus in developing some form(s} of domestic energy pro
duction. Members of Congress must accept the fact increased 
energy prices are here to stay; by prolonging low prices, 
the inevitable higher prices will only be compounded later. 
Thus, they must decide if they want efficiency and energy 
independence or equity and dependence on foreign supplies. 
The present law does not adequately delineate an adequate 
national energy policy. Congress has acted in its typical 
way to fashion a compromise, the success of which remains 
to be seen. 

Frank Michael Gunn 
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Chapter 5 

AMENDMENT TO THE DEFENSE PRODUCTION ACT 
OF 1950 TO ESTABLISH A SYNTHETIC FUELS CORPORATION 

Issue Definition 

On July 15, 1979, amid an electorate whose indigna
tion increased commensurately with the length of the con
sumer queus waiting for service at gasoline stations, 
Carter delivered his second televised energy program. To 
resolve the "serious energy problem," Carter proposed a 
six-point plan of which the foundation was the reduction 
of imports and enlarged conservation efforts. A corner
stone of that foundation was a proposal to develop alter
native and nonconventional fuels for which an Energy Secur
ity Corporation (ESC) would be responsible. 

The ESC would be analogous to the TVA, Amtrak, or the 
Federal Reserve System and would be authorized to invest in 
or develop directly production capacity from coal liquids, 
coal gases, peat, biomass, shale oil, and unconventional 
natural gas. A production goal of 2.5 million barrels per 
day (b/d) was set to be achieved by 1990. 

Both houses of Congress have passed bills which are 
quire similar to the Administration's call for an ESC. 
These bills (S.932,which William Proxmire authored, and 
HR 3930, .authored by William Moorehead) are in a 
conference committee at the time of this report. Although 
it is expected that the differences between the two will 
be reconciled,ultimately producing legislation that will 
be enacted into law, the emphasis is on S.932, Synthetic 
Fuels Corporation Act (SFC), rather than HR 3930, the Ad
ministration's ESC. Therefore, the attention of this paper 
will essentially focus on the SFC. · 

Background 

The present legislation can have its roots traced to 
1973 when the Senate approved S.1283, a $20 billion measure 
for federal energy research, development, and demonstration 
of coal and other nonnuclear energy sources. The House 
held hearings on the bill, but the Nixon Administration 
opposed it claiming the bill was unnecessary. However, the 
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bill ' finally passed Congress and Ford signed the mea~ure 
into law in 1974. 

In 1975, Ford supported and the Senate passed $6 
billion in loan guarantees for research into commercial 
production of synthetic fuels, but the bill died in the 
House. 

In 1978 an additional coal measure that was tangen
tially related to synfuels and enacted was HR 5146. This 
new law requires new industrial plants to utilize coal or 
fuels other than oil and gas, and plants which were pre
existing on the date of enactment are required to switch 
to non-oil and gas fuels by 1990. 

Limited .synf.uel te.chnology, however, had been in exis
tence a long time prior to 1973--almost 175 years. The 
lights strung across London Bridge in 1813 glowed with gas 
derived from coal.l Low BTU (British thermal unit) gas 
made from coal, known as "town gas;" supplied much ·of 
America's heating and lighting needs during the early part 
of the century.2 In 1949, iri the town of Louisiana, 
Missouri, the federal Bureau of Mines dedicated two coal 
liquefaction demonstration plants, one of them using the 
"Fischer-Tropsch" technology, that had enabled Germany 
to produce half its World War II military fuels from 
coal. Congress stopped funding for the U.S. synfuels 
program in 1953, and a year later the government perma~ 
nently closed the Missouri facility.3 

The following year, South Africa began commercial 
production of coal-derived gasoline using the Fisher
Tropsch process ·under a government-owned operation named 
Sasol. The Sasol efforts have been so successful that 
the government is building two additional plants that will 
quadruple current production. 

U.S. interest in synthetic fuels development lan
guished for 10 years until the mid-1960's, when major oil 
firms began buying up coal with the idea that they someday 
might need to replenish their own supplies with liquid 
fuels derived from coal. Although there are a few facili
ties operating on biomass and shale fuels, there is no 
present U.S. plant producing oil or gas made from coal. 
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Current Status 

According to S.932 the SFC would be a government 
sponsored enterprise Congressionally chartered for a 
twelve-year life, located outside the Executive Branch, 
and independent of any government agency. The Corporation 
would be managed by a 5-person Board of Directors. A 
Chairman and four other outside directors would be ap
pointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. In 
addition, the Secretaries of Energy and Treasury.and the 
Chairman of the Energy Mobilization Board would sit on the 
Board as non-voting members. 

Since the SFC would be outside the government, the 
officers and staff of the Corporation would be exempt from 
Civil Service rules, and the Corporation itself would be 
exempt from rules that apply to government agencies. The 
only exception to the exemption is that the SFC would be 
subject to specially tailored requirements for accounta
bility, such as General Accounting office audits. 

The SFC would invest $20 billion in the first two 
years (Phase I) and $68 billion in the second phase in 
order to produce 1.5 million barrels per day of substi
tutes for imported oil by 1995. Funds for the Corporation 
would come out of the general revenues or possible out of 
the receipts from proposed windfall profit taxes. The 
Corporation's exclusive objective would be the development 
of domestic production capacity; it would not engage in 
research and development activity. The Corporation would 
be authorized to invest in, or develop directly, production 
capacity from coal liquids, coal gases, peat, biomass, 
shale oil, and unconventional natural gas. 

Should the President deem a situation a national 
energy supply shortage, he may invoke his authority to re
quire synfuels produced under this act to be utilized for 
national defense purposes. 

The Corporation would finance energy development by 
means of price guarantees, federal purchase agreements, 
direct loans, loan guarantees, joint ventures, and a limi
ted nwnber of government-owned and operated (GOGO) or 
government-owned, company operated (GOCO) plants. The 
President's ESC differed only slightly from the SFC. The 
ESC board would be constituted differently. The ESC would 
spend $88 billion by 1990 compared to the SFC's plan to 
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spend $20 billion in Phase I (two years) and tentatively 
$68 billion in Phase II by 1995. The ESC would not par
ticipate in joint ventrues; the SFC would. Funds for 
the ESC would come from a windfall profits tax. Funds 
for the SFC may or may not come from this source. 

A ceiling of $35 million, adjusted for inflation, 
was set on annual appropriations to the Corporation for 
administrative purposes. Personnel would be limited 
to 300 full-time professional employees. The Corpora
tion would not have to comply with all of the administra
tive rules that govern federal agencies. 

In the nine to 15 months until the Corporation is 
set up, the conference provided authority to the Presi
dent to encourage synthetic fuels development. The 
House bill had used the Defense Production Act to give 
the President authority to offer $3 billion in incen
tives. 

Policy Analysis 

Synthetic fuel or synfuel in actuality is not syn
thetic. It's the end of a process that converts a fuel 
into a new form that is more usable. It is the produc
tion of liquid or gaseous fuels (gasoline, diesel fuel 
or natural gas) from a solid fuel source. The most com
monly referred to sources for the production of synfue.l 
are coal and oil shale, but agricultural crops and muni
cipal waste (biomass) can also produce a synthetic fuel. 
There are primarily four general types of synthetic 
fuel production, and these are as follows: coal lique
faction, goal gasification, synthetic crude oil, and bio
mass ethanol. 

The basic procedure for obtaining synthetic crude 
oil from coal--coal liquefaction-- is production of hydro
gen chemically from coal and water followed by the chemi
cal combination of this hydrogen with other coal. At 
suitable temperatures and pressures, the coal and the 
hydrogen react to produce a liquid that is nearly identi
cal to crude oil. This product is then further refined 
into gasoline or other products. 
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Coal gasification is a process in which the first 
step is the generation of synthesis gas, a mixture of 
carbon monoxide and hydrogen. This is followed by a step 
that converts the gas to menthanol,which directly 
yields the final product suitable for automotive use. 

In producing synthetic crude oil from oil shale, the 
shale, which contains a trapped organic materical called 
kerogen, is crushed and heated, and the oil-like substance 
collected. This must then be upgraded before it is of 
sufficient quality to be refined as crude oil • 

. The production of ethanol from biomass is certainly 
not a new technology. Industrial ethanol is made from 
almost any biomass feedstock whose car~ohydrate content 
can be fermented and distilled. The major feedstocks in
clude agricultural crops and residues as well as municipal 
wastes. Small scale pilot projects exist for all the 
different synfuel technologies• Except for biomass, how
ever, there are no commercial scale facilities in the 
United States. 

There is an additional category of gas that can be 
obtained from such nonconventional sources as tar sands, 
Devonian shale, geopressurized aquifers, and coal seams. 
These, however, will not be discussed since the initial 
four categories are of primary concern to the Congress. 

Although Congress and the President have readily em
braced the synfuels proposal, the concept raises valid 
questions regarding the proper role of government in the 
economy, the Corporation's effectiveness, its environmental 
impact, its accountability, its duplication of functions, 
and its regional impact. 

Government intervention in the energy industry and 
economy is a perennial issue that continues unabated in 
regard to the SFC. Opponents argue that the SFC would 
create a new super bureaucracy that would introduce market 
distortions, misallocate resources, and when compared to 
other alternatives, would concentrate on the much less 
cost-efficient synfuel program. 

Moreover, it is argued that the existence of a govern
ment energy corporation would introduce elements of uncer
tainty into the market and would discourage private invest
ment in synfuels, ultimately resulting in less production 
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instead of more. With respect to proposals for a national 
oil company, private oil companies have been concerned that 
establishing a government corporation would be the first 
step toward nationalizing the oil industry generally. This 
point is vigorously rejected by proponents of the national 
oil company concept, who argue that nationalization is no 
part of the design of a national oil company whose main 
purpose is to stimulate competition, not end it. Whether 
a similar concern would be felt by private industry toward 
the Synthetic Fuels Corporation is not clear; the initial 
purpose of the SFC is to furnish substitutes for imported 
oil, not to duplicate present oil company operations.. The 
SFC is to focus on synthetic fuels, not on conventional 
oil and gas. However, private industry's concerns about 
the entry of the government into the field may well be sim
ilar, since this is a new role for the federal government, 
and one that could be perceived as likely to expand. 

Many companies will be forced to form consortia to 
raise the capital required to finance the expensive syn
fuel projects. The vascillation of government policy may 
deter companies from organizing consortia. Corporations 
are skeptical of being allowed exemptions of present and 
future laws which prohibit corporate mergers and acquisi
tions or which protect the environment. Such legal deter
rents will prevent or prolong the time needed for attaining 
synfuel production goals. 

A statement in the September 1979 issue of Fortune maga
zine succinctly illustrates the private industry's . fear of 
government involvement in the article, "Government Can Help 
More by Doing Less": 

Most difficulties over the past ten years can 
be traced to government's inability to strike a 
reasonable balance between four conflicting con
cerns--an adequate supply of reasonably priced 
energy, national security, distributional equity, 
and environmental quality. The eccentric char
acter of past policy has followed from its pre
occupation with the equity and environmental 
factors, nearly to the exclusion of both econom

4ic and national-security concerns." 

Questions of efficiency crop up at least as much as 
any other concern. And rightly so, for among other reasons, 
objective estimates of synfuels tag them twice the cost of 
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conven5ional energy supplies on a thermal equivalent 
basis. In fact, conventional crude oil prices will prob
ably remain lower than synfuel crude prices as long as 
world oil production continues to increase.6 Any equali
zation of synfuel prices with oil prices will likely be 
footed by the taxpayers in some form of government subsidy 
to the synfuels industry. 

There are other concerns of efficiency. These include 
the ability of the industry to achieve legislated produc
tion goals, macroeconomic impacts, and more logical alter
natives. 

Although it is impossible to predict synfuel liquid 
production that can be reached, it is unlikely that more 
than 500,000 b/d can be on line by 1990 without a program 
that administratively channels resources from other seg
ments of the economy to construction of synfuel plants. 
The Congressional Research Service, in a report for a 
Senate committee, warns, "The emerging synfuels industry 
does not offer much hope of dramatically increasing U.S. 
energy supply before the end of the century. 11 7 The diffi
culty is that this is a new industry compared with other 
energy industries with many unknown, unforeseen technical 
and financial barriers even though the basic processes 
exist. 

The national microeconomic effects of the synfuel 
program might be restricting, especially when it is con
sidered in tandem with the windfall profits tax (WPT). 
By 1985, depending on the Organization of Petroleum Export
ing Countries (OPEC) oil prices, WPT revenues could be two 
or three times larger than synfuel production expenditures. 
This net accumulation of revenues would act as a brake on 
the economy, which could be offset by cutting taxes. 
Michael K. Evans, president of a consulting firm special
izing in energy, noted that a synfuel corporation would 
"make investments that the market doesn't want to make. 
Inasmuch as 'investment in energy has a low rate of return, 
the net effect would be a lower rate of growth" (New York 
Times, July 22, 1979). 

In the longer run, synfuel production could be infla
tionary. The size of the capital investment by the late 
1980s could create bottlenecks in certain sectors of the 
economy and shortages of materials and labor. This type 
of demand-induced inflation could be counteracted by sup
ply enhancing policies such as investment tax credits. 
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Given the required $2 billion investment for each 
synfuel plant, as well as the overall risk, it is question
able that federal government loans, even at subsidized 
rates, would provide sufficient stimulus for the private 
sector to construct the plants on the scale of Congression
al expectations. Alternatively, if the government were to 
build the plants itself, it would absorb all the risks, 
giving contractors less incentive to build the most effi
cient plants since no private funds would be at stake, 
thereby reducing efficiency. 

Similarly, loan guarantees would shift much of the 
cost and technological risk of building plants from the 
private sector to the government, thus reducing efficiency 
incentives. Testifying before the House Cononerce Commit
tee's Subcommittee on Energy and Power, Barry Bosworth of 
the Brookings Institute (serial no. 94-151, 1976) made 
four points against loan guarantees. These points are: 

1. If more resources go into energy, fewer will be 
available in other areas of private investment, 
consumption, and government expenditures. 
Capital devoted to energy would reduce capital 
elsewhere, housing and higher risk loans to small 
business, for example. 

2. Loan guarantees do not necessarily increase the to
tal amount of investment in an area by significant 
amounts~ 

3. A loan guarantee encourages the termination of a 
project at an earlier date than without a guaran
tee. 

4. In combination with current tax laws, a loan guaran
tee program can seriously distort incentives and 
become a tax haven rather than a viable economic 
operation. 

Acknowledging that the U.S. wants to lower its oil 
imports, there are a number of alternative programs that 
would be more effective than additional synfuel production 
in terms of oil import savings per dollar. These include 
an aggressive residential and cononercial insulation program, 
accelerated retirement of oil and gas boilers in utilities 
and industry, decontrol of domestic natural gas and petro
leum, and expanded solar hot water heating, space heating 
and cooling. 
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For example, decontrol of domestic oil would produce 
energy much more cheaply and quickly than a crash synfuel 
program. By allowing domestic oil to rise to the world 
price level of $23 per barrel (a price half as much as 
synfuels), and asslUiling no windfall profits ta~, 1,165,000 
b/d of additional oil can be expected by 1990. Also, at 
prices comparable to those required to produce synthetic 
fuel from coal, enhanced recovery techniques could increase 
the U.S. yield to as much as 42 billion extra barrels of 
oil.9 

It is argued that synfuel production will pollute the 
air, increase occupational health and safety risks, dig up 
land now used for farming, timber, or recreation, use vast 
amounts of water, and create social disruption in boomtowns. 
The Natural Resources Defense Council enumerates sev$n re
sults that would cause detriment to the environment resul
ting from the production of two million b/d of synfuels.
These are: · 

1. to expose millions of people to dozens of chemicals 
known to cause cancer and other serious diseases, 
and to hundreds of other chemicals known to cause 
cancer and other serious diseases, and to hundreds 
of other chemicals whose hazards have not even been 
evaluated yet; 

2. to ravage a land area the size of Delaware; 

3. to. fill entire canyons in the West with the wastes 
of oil shale production; 

4. to divert scarce water from agriculture and other 
productive uses in the West; 

5. to pollute drinking water supplies with toxic 
wastes from synfuel plants; 

6. to degrade air quality, including visibility and 
scenic values in the West; and 

7. to exacerbate the carbon dioxide "greenhouse ef
fect" with potentially catastrophic effects on 
climate and agricultural productivity.10 

If properly controlled, however, synfuels plants could 
offer the opportunity for being less environmentally 
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destructive than other forms of energy production. Not 
only do synfuels plants yield an environmentally acceptable 
product, but they produce traditional pollutants in smaller 
amounts than do large coal burning power plants~ oil refin
eries, and the like. 

AS a nongovernmental entity,' the Synthetic Fuels Cor
poration is to be exempt from Civil Service rules and other 
rules that apply to the ·government. In its structure and 
freedom of action it is to be like a business firm. This 
has raised questions of accountability. The Corporation 
would not be directly answerable to the President or Con
gress. The President would appoint the five directors sub
ject to Senate confirmation. There appears to be no Con
gressional control over this $88 billion in borrowing 
authority. Since the Corporation would most likely not ob
ligate more than $22 billion over the first several years, 
Congressional control could be ·increased by requiririg that 
the remaining $68 billion of borrowing authority require 
appropriate action by the Congress. Alternatively, Con
gressional control· could be increased by placing the entire 
Corporation on budget, thus subjecting it to normal budget 
resolutions and appropriation action. For such reasons 
the 1977 GAO study of coal development concluded that 
achieving the NEP goal of 1.2 billion tons a year was 
"highly unlikely." A similar conclusion may apply to a 
synfuel program. 

The organization and management of the SF'i? may reduce its 
effectiveness. For example, the decision to have a plural 
directorate is a questionable route to take if rapid and 
decisive action is the objective. The mixed board of pri
vate citizens and officers of the government has not gener
ally been considered a successful mix in the past. Al
though the criteria for selection of the voting directors 
are not mentioned, it may be based on "representativeness" 
rather than knowledge or competence. There is an assump
tion that the interests of the Corporation are compatible 
with the interests of the President and federal departmen
tal heads (i.e., Secretary of Energy, Secretary of Interior, 
etc.). Once the Corporation is functioning, it is likely 
to develop its own values and objectives which may or may 
not be in conformance with the values and objectives of the 
President or the Department Secretaries. 

If the SFC is financed through a trust fund, this may 
raise objections. Trust funds have been accused of 
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misallocating resources--they are believed to stimulate 
over-investment, to encourage programs to grow autonomously, 
to permit programs to outlive their justification, to allow 
program beneficiaries to profit at the expens.e of taxpay
ers as a whole, to introduce unwanted rigidities into gov
ernment decisionmaking, . and to hazard economic stabiliza
tion policy and fiscal management by accumulating securi
ties. At the same time, others believe that trust funds 
allocate resources in a manner more responsible to national 
needs, that they increase public satisfaction with govern
ment programs, that they make possible dependable funding 
for long-term projects, that they are protected from pres
sures to consider only short-run goals, and that the pro
per choice of taxes for earmarking may improve equity ef
fects as compared to those obtainable without earmarking. 

While the extent to which the Corporation would dupli
cate functions of DOE would depend on the specific form it 
took, potential is apparent. The most likely area would 
be with DOE's three applications divisions: fossil fuels, 
resources, and conservation and solar. The DOE Organiza
tion Act assigned the Department responsibility for demon
strating and commercializing new techniques. Operation of 
the regional power administrations such as Bonneville is 
another area of potential duplication. The SFC might dupli
cate functions of TVA and state agencies such as the 
Power Authority of the State of New York. 

The SFC is most likely to develop western resources 
since that is the location of most new coal and shale oil 
reserves and since the liquid or gaseous product is easier 
to transport than the coal or shale. Other sites are in 
Appalachia and Illinois. Development will mean economic 
and social benefits and dislocation at the sites of the 
new mines and plants. The problems of rapid energy devel
opment, which sociologists call the Gillette syndrome after 
the boomtown in Wyoming, have caused some states . to spurn 
new facilities. 

Although the Northeast, like the rest of the country, 
could benefit substantially from greater supplies of fuel, 
that region would reap few secondary economic benefits 
such as employment in the construction of plants and mines 
or consumer spending by new workers. The Northeast, with 
some other areas, will be spared the environmental and so
cial burdens of the undertaking but may experience competi
tion for labor and capital from the regions of SFC develop
ments. 
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Policy Alternatives 

Before a proper program for developing synfuels can 
be selected, an appropriate production goal must be estab
lished. This goal is dependent upon whether the program 
objective is to develop an information base for evaluating 
potential alternative technologies and resources or to sig
nificantly reduce oil imports. If the objective chosen is 
the former, then 200,000 to 400,000 b/d of oil equivalent 
would be adequate. If the latter is selected, the produc
tion level should be determined by two factors: (1) how 
additional synfuel production compares with alternative 
programs in terms of decreased oil imports per dollar; and 
(2) the overall oil import level that the U.S. considers 
permissible in terms of economic and national security 
risks. Of course, an additional objective could be the 
omission of synfuel development in lieu of more practical 
programs. 

Synfuel production and its concomitant federal funding 
could be set at one of the following: 

1. as currently proposed to meet import substitution 
requirements; 

2. expanded beyond the current proposal; 

3. remain as currently proposed, but a major program 
commitment should be deferred until adequate , infor
mation can be gleaned from demonstration projects 
to permit an informed choice on the most promising 
technologies, taking economics, environmental im
pacts, and cost-effectiveness into account; 

4. the promotion of a national energy development bank 
with regionally managed components and public/pri
vate participation; or 

5. limited to an amount sufficient to gather adequate 
information from demonstrations of all the techno
logically feasible production techniques to permit 
an informed choice of those likely to be the most 
economic, environmentally benign, and cost-effective. 

Concerning the last alternative, savings from the de
ferral of a major program commitment could be devoted to 
the following: 
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1. accelerated development and demonstration of 
cleaner, more fuel-efficient energy technologies 
such as fuel cells, fluidized bed coal combustion, 
and magnetohydrodynamics; 

2. accelerated development and demonstration of re
newable energy technologies such as photovoltaics, 
fusion, and methane or ethanol from biomass; 

3. financial incentives for energy-conserving retro
fits for industrial facilities, such as cogenera
tion and district heating, where economically 
feasible; 

4. expanded financial incentives for energy-conserving 
retrofits of homes and businesses where economical
ly feasible; and 

5. accelerated development of safe nuclear waste dis
posal technologies and reactor safety improvements. 

Those who argue against establishing a SFC make the 
point that an unfettered, nonsubsidized market would be 
best in developing a synfuels program. From a historical 
perspective, there is validity in this statement, but cur
rent evidence overwhelmingly indicates that private firms 
are unwilling to invest in major synfuel production at this 
stage due to economic nonfeasibility and inordinate risks. 
As a result, most companies would be eager to start synfuel 
investment with appropriate government assistance. 

All things considered, the crash program the Congress 
is advocating is somewhat imprudent. However, should a 
significant disruption in the OPEC supply occur, uncomfort
able consequences could result. So the national interest 
does justify spending more money to reduce U.S. energy de
pendence than conventional economic forces alone would 
dictate. 

Frank Michael Gunn 

Note: This paper was prepared in April, 1980. On 
May 21, the Senate-House Conference Committee reported out 
its final bill. The paper is included as originally written, 
however, as a historical note on synfuel legislation. 
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Chapter 6 

TEXAS RESIDENTIAL CONSERVATION SERVICE PROGRAM 

Issue Definition 

In December 1979, the Texas Energy and Natural Re
sources Advisory Council (TENRAC) agreed to participate 
in the Residential Conservation Service (RCS) Program. 
Governor Clements designated TENRAC as lead agency of this 
program. The responsibility of elaborating and implemen
ting the Texas RCS Plan was assigned to TENRAC's Conserva
tion Division. 

Much of the program's success will depend both upon 
the structure and organization of the Texas RCS Plan, and 
upon the plan's approval first by Governor Clements and 
then by the Department of Energy (DOE) . This paper reviews 
the Texas RCS Draft State Plan and examines the specific 
roles and responsibilities of each of the three major par
ticipants in this program: state, utilities, and customers. 

For the purpose of this document all definitions re
ferred to are described in the Federal Registerl or defined 
in the text. 

Background 

The Residential Conservation Service (RCS) Program is 
designed to promote the saving of energy in existing homes. 
It was initiated by the National Energy Conservation Policy 
Act (NECPA) of November 1978 (PL 95-619,92 Stat. 3206, 
Title II-I) • 

The principal goal of the RCS Program in Texas is 
to reduce the residential consumption of energy throughout 
the state by providing conservation information to each re
sidential customer and conducting, at the customer's re
quest, an on-site inspection of the customer's residence, 
advising him of the estimated savings if he were to imple-c 
ment the energy conservation or renewable resource measures 
recomm~nded for his residence. These services will be pro
vided largely through major gas and electric utility compa
nies. 
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Although state participation in the RCS Program is 
voluntary, NECPA requires that covered utilities--those 
with prescribed minimum annual sales volume of 750 million 
kilowatt hours of electricity or 10 million cubic feet of 
natural gas--implement the program. DOE will exercise 
federal standby authority and prepare plans for covered 
utilities should a state decide not to submit a state plan. 
States should normally have sufficient authority to imple
ment the RCS Program under existing administrative law and 
should try also to submit plans tailored to individual 
state needs. 

In Texas, there are 22 utility groups affected by 
this legislation: 12 regulat~d electric utilities; 6 regu
lated natural gas utilities. 

In preparation for implementing this Program, DOE 
published an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in 
February 1979 (44 FR 16546), and the Final Rule on November 
7, 1979. This Final Rule became effective on December 7, 
1979. DOE received 443 written comments on the proposed 
rulemaking and 415 individuals testified at public hearings 
held in April and May (1979) at eight locations throughout 
the United States. All the comments supported the aims of 
Title II of NECPA, and many suggestions were made that re
sulted in changes in the Final Rule. With the issuance of 
this Final Rule, the Department of Energy amends Chapter II 
of Title 10 CFR by adding a new part 456 to establish a RCS 
Program, pursuant to Title II, Part I of NECPA. 

In conjunction with the Final Rule, DOE published two 
technical support documents: the Regulatory Analysis (Execu
tive Order 12044), incorporating the Urban and Community 
Impact Assessments (OMB Circular A-116) , and the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (DOE/EIS-0050D) • The Regu
latory Analysis revised the economic and social aspects of 
the RCS Program, while the Environmental Impact Statement 
focused primarily on physical inputs, air pollution# health, 
and safety standards. In general, the Environmental Impact 
Statement concluded that the environmental effects of RCS 
Program will be small and somewhat favorable. Although 
some local increase of pollution levels will occur due to 
increased demand for insulation and renewable resource sys
tems, pollution should decrease on a national level due to 
lower demand for energy. 

According to the Regulatory Analysis, the total costs 
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of developing and administering the RCS Program for five 
years will be about 2.5 to 2.9 billion dollars with a total 
maximum energy savings of about 8.2 quad.,i.e., the energy 
equivalent of 200,000 barrels of oil a day. 

Funding and Administration 

The present administrative structure of the Texas RCS 
Program consists of a full time program coordinator and 
two assistants. There is no federal money appropriated for 
the implementation of the program. A $75,000 ceiling has 
been set for funds drawn from the State Energy Conservation 
Plan (SECP) that can be used for the planning stages of the 
program.3 

POLICY ANALYSIS 

State Participation 

The states will play a major role in ensuring the 
success of RCS Program by overseeing and enforcing the 
Program according to their state plans. Although state 
participation is not required, those states that choose 
to participate will be able to tailor the RCS Program to 
their own needs and to integrate it with other conserva
tion activities. Participating states have 180 days from 
the effective date of the Final Rule (December 7, 1979) 
to prepare for approval a state RCS Plan. 

Ih Texas, TENRAC's Conservation Division is the body 
responsible for preparing a state RCS Plan. Related re
sponsibilities include: 

- coordinating activities with neighboring states in 
which a covered utility also provides service and 
with other state agencies; 

- informing utilities of the plan's contents, and 
ensuring the~r ~ompliances with its provisions; 

- developing and maintaining a master record of quali
fied suppliers, contractors, and lenders who have 
agreed to participate in the program. 
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The Texas RCS Plan applies to all regulated and non
regulated utilities providing utility service in Texas 
which meet the definition of a covered utility. This plan 
does not include a RCS Program for LP-gas home heating 
suppliers. The state plan will become effective subject 
to DOE approval, on January 1, 1981. The Texas State Plan 
will terminate on July 1, 1986. A public hearing was held 
in Austin, Texas on May 5, 1980, for the purpose 9f hearing 
testimony and receiving conunents on the content of the 
Texas RCS Plan.4 

The lead agency shall approve each covered utility's 
"program announcement" prior to public distribution.5 The 
term program announcement means the RCS Program information 
about the list of program measures and estimates of poten
tial energy savings. 

The RCS program announcement shall not include any ad
vertising for the sale, installation or financing by any 
supplier, installer, or lender (including the covered utili
ty) of any energy conservation measure, renewable resource 
measure, state measure, or energy conservation practice. 

The lead agency shall be responsible for preparing 
and maintaining a master record of suppliers and installers 
of program and state measures and lenders willing to finance 
the supply and installation of these measures. The follow
ing disclosure shall appear on each master record prepared 
by TENRAC: 

The preparation of the master record by TENRAC 
was pursuant to guidelines established in federal 
regulations adopted by DOE for this program. 
TENRAC neither directly or indirectly certifies 
that all possible parties are included on said 
record and offers no warranty either expressed 
or implied relating to the performance of the 
parties listed.6 

For the purpose of minimizing inconsistent provisions 
governing covered utilities, TENRAC has coordinated the 

. preparation of the Texas RCS Plan with states having contig
uous juridiction. 7 

To maximize effective coordination between the diverse 
groups affected by the RCS Program, TENRAC assembled an 
advisory conunittee which assisted in the development of 
the Texas state plan.a 
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To maximize coordination with other state energy 
conservation programs, TENRAC involved various staff mem
bers in the development phase of the Texas RCS plan. 9 

TENRAC shall monitor the program management activities 
of the participating covered utilities to ensure that they 
are conducting programs which meet the requirements of the 
Texas RCS plan. 

Distribution of program announcements shall be moni
tored through the utilities reporting quarterly to TENRAC 
the number of announcements mailed. If the utility is not 
in compliance with the Texas state plan, the state regula
tory authority having jurisdiction, or appropriate authori
ty for investigation (Texas Railroad Commission, Public 
Utility Commission, and Boards of Directors of private 
utilities) shall be notified to take further action. 

Since the lead agency in Texas is not mandated by 
state law as an enforcement entity, enforcement compliances 
of violations shall be referred to the appropriate authori
ties (Department of Energy) • 

Utility Participation 

The utility, being the primary instrument of the RCS 
program, has a tremendous potential to directly influence 
.the public attitude towards the program.IO All covered 
utilities are responsible for providing RCS services. The 
covered utility or subcontractor responsible to the utility 
will provide each eligible customer with a program announce
ment between January 1, 1981 and June 30, 1981, and every 
two years thereafter through January 1, 1985. An eligible 
customer is defined as a person who: 

- owns or occupies a residential building; and 

- receives a fuel bill from a covered utility for 
fuel used in such residential building. 

Each covered utility must, at a minimum, provide to 
each eligible customer a comprehensive program audit which: 

- provides information on low cost/no cost practices 
that are recommended as first steps; 
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- estimates cost and savings for all applicable pro
gram measures; 

- estimates cost and savings of state measures; 

- provides information on tax credits and weatheriza
tion assistance; 

- provides a list of contractors, suppliers, lenders; 

- offers to arrange illustration and financing; 

- describes customer benefits. 

A program audit is an energy audit in which the esti
mates of costs and savings are based on an on-site inspec
tion of the residence of an eligible customer by a quali
fied auditor. 

The RCS program will provide also class "B" energy 
audits. A class "B" audit is an energy audit in which the 
estimates of costs and savings associated with the instal
lation of program or state measures are based on informa
tion collected by an eligible customer about his/her resi
dential building and sent to a covered utility. 

Each covered utility is prohibited from recommending, 
selecting, or providing information regarding any supplier, 
installer, or lender if such action would intentionally 
discriminate unfairly among such individuals. Utilities 
can only arrange installation and/or financing of any pro
gram or state measure with those individuals and firms 
listed on the master record. 

Utilities can provide assistance to elegible customers 
by recommending anyone of the following energy saving pro
cedures: 

Energy Conserving Practices 

furnace efficiency maintenance and adjustments, 
night-time temperature setback, 
reducing or raising thermostat settings, 
water flow reduction in showers and faucets, 
reducing hot water temperatures, 
plugging leaks in attics, basements and fireplaces, 
and other low or no cost practices approved by 
TENRAC; 
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Program Measures 

replacement of furnaces or boilers, 
replacement of central air conditioning, 
caulking and weatherstripping, and 
insulation and passive solar techniques; 

Renewable Resource Measures 

solar domestic hot water systems, 
active solar space heating systems, 
passive solar space heating and cooling systems, 
wind energy devices, 
and replacement solar swimming pool heaters; 

Energy Conservation Measures 

storm (or thermal) windows and doors, 
heat reflective and heat absorbing windows and doors, 
load management devices, 
and clock thermostats; 

State Measures 

auditing gas furnaces for the installation of an 
outside air supply. Texas may elect to include 
other state measures at a later date upon request 
to TENRAC by a utility. The utility must provide 
adequate documentation to assure TENRAC that the 
proposed state measure(s) fulfills requirements 
specified in 10 CFR 456.319. Inclusion will be 
automatic upon approval of the measure by 
TENRAC and the Assistant Secretary of DOE.11 

Customer Participation 

Under the Texas RCS plan, certain customer benefits 
accrue to an eligible customer having a program audit and 
installing program measures. These benefits are determined 
by the extent of customer participation in the basic pro
gram services consisting of auditing, arranging installation, 
and arranging financing.12 

As a customer exercises his option to use a program 
ser~ice, specific customer benefits attached to that 
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particular service become available to him. These benefits 
are cumulative and include: the measures warranty, materi
als and installation standards, post-installation inspec
tions, billing and repayment of loans through fuel bills, 
customer complaint proceedings, and qualification of sup
pliers, installers, and lenders as described in the federal 
regulations. Table 1 outlines the relationship of specific 
services to customers' benefits. 

Any eligible customer having a complaint against per
sons who sell, install, or finance program and state mea
sures may contact the entity designated by the lead agency 
to initiate the conciliation conference. 

Conclusion 

Although the need for the Texas RCS Program is impera
tive, the development of the State Plan has been a carefully 
considered process in order to ensure that the contents are 
both sufficient and effective while allowing adequate flex
ibility to meet various situations. 

By designating TENRAC's Conservation Division as the 
policy body responsible for formulating the Texas RCS Plan, 
the potential duality in functions and activities of RCS 
Program and SECP has been minimized. TENRAC's Conservation 
Division has made efforts to upgrade the existing SECP 
Program, Texas Conserve, so that it fulfills the program 
audit requirements specified in the RCS Plan. The Texas 
Energy Extension Service will continue to provide services 
at a reduced level upon implementation of the Texas RCS 
Program. In lieu of this action the EES Program will con
duct community-based educational programs for residential 
customers that will be supportive of RCS objectives. 

Although the plan's goal is to reduce energy conserva
tion in the residential sector, it is possible that this 
objective will not be fully attained unless there is a 
clear specification (before the program starts) of each 
participant's responsibilities. 

Of all participants, utilities will play a key role 
in the program's success. Most of the services and bene
fits offered by RCS Program will be administered by the 
utilities. Corning up with the complete set of procedures 
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Table 1 

PROGRAM BENEFITS FROM USE OF PROGRAM SERVICES ACCRUE 
TO AN ELIGIBLE CUSTOMER ONLY AFTER HAVING AN RCS AUDIT 

(Service) 
If Customer Purchases 

(Service) (Service) an approved measure 
Covered Utility Covered Utility from an approved 
Arranges and Arranges the supplier 

"IF": Customer Completes "AND/OR IF" Lending "Do-it-Yourself" 
PROGRAM BENEFITS Installation Agreement Installation 

1. Program Warranty x 

2. Materials Standards 

3. Installation Standards x 

4. Post-Installation Inspections x 

5. Billing through Fuel Bill x 

6. Customer Complaint Proceedings x 

7. Listing Requirements for Suppliers 

8. Listing Requirements for Lenders 

9. Listing Requirements for Installers x 

x 

x 

x 
M 

x x O'I 

x 

x 

Source: Texas Energy and Natural Resources Advisory Council, State of Texas Residential 
Conservation Service Program Draft State Plan (Austin: TENRAC 1s Conservation Div. 
March, l980), p. 22. 

Table Keys: Service Benefits 

Utility arranges and customer completes installation = #1,#2,#3,#4,#5,#6,#9 
Utility arranges the lending agreement = #5,#6,#8 
Customer purchases approved measure(s) = #1,#2,#6,#7 



for each of the program's services is still an µnresolved 
issue. Who will have to pay for the energy audit and 
post-installation inspections? This is a conflicting issue 
which is' presently being debated. Careful analysis and con
sideration should also be given to the procedures and organ
ization of all program's services so that they can benefit 
all the utilities' customers. 

The interaction between utilities, state, customers, 
and contractors will trigger conflicts that will only be 
resolved if the state has come up with a complete and flex
ible plan. 

The public hearings on RCS Program will probably lead 
to additions or modifications of the Texas RCS Plan. Con
sumer awareness of energy conservation is high so this f ac
tor , wi 11 help to balance off the influential potential of 
utilities in the design and contents of the state plan. 

As the RCS Program is a five-year effort to reduce 
residential energy consumption, explicit mechanisms should 
be established to evaluate the program's performance on a 
yearly basis. This assessment should be conducted on the 
same standards as the SECP's other programs are audited. 

Bernardo Flores 
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